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Foreword
It’s a great pleasure to welcome you to this 16th International Symposium on Computer Simulation
in Biomechanics. This year we have delegates from over 15 different countries around the world,
with a diverse array of abstracts being presented. The field of computer simulation is constantly
developing and I look forward to learning about new advances during the symposium.

During the symposium we will once again remember the late Dr. Andrzej Komor, co-founder of the
Technical Group on Computer Simulation (TGCS) and organizer of the first symposium, who died
in March 1991 in a tragic airplane accident. To honour his contributions, The Andrzej Komor
Award for the best paper by a young investigator will be awarded.

This year the award is

sponsored by The International Society of Biomechanics for which we are very grateful.

I am delighted by the content of this symposium which follows the traditional unique format of oral
presentations followed by computer demonstrations, and I look forward to the presentations by our
two keynote speakers Associate Prof Thor Besier and Prof Federico Casolo. I would like to
thank Paul Felton / Stuart McErlain-Naylor (Co-Chairs), Wendy Gilleard and the rest of the
programme committee for their contributions to the symposium, without whom it would not have
been possible to organise this meeting.

This is my last symposium as chair of the group, the last eight years have certainly flown by with
Symposiums in Cape Town, Leuven, Natal and Edinburgh. I’m sure this meeting will be just as
memorable, with plenty of discussions, enjoy your stay in Australia.

Mark King
Chair, 16th ISCSB
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EFFECTS OF DROP HEIGHT AND GROUND CONTACT TIME CONSTRAINTS ON OPTIMUM DROP
JUMPING TECHNIQUE
1
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INTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that a jump initiated
with a counter-movement results in a jump height
greater than that of a squat jump in which the
joints can only extend from some initial
configuration [1].
Various mechanisms have
been proposed to account for the improved
performance following eccentric loading, although
the effect has proved difficult to isolate
experimentally due to corresponding changes in
movement technique and coordination. Variation
in eccentric loading can be attained using a drop
jump (DJ) protocol in which higher drop heights
produce greater initial vertical velocities and
intensified counter-movements. Similar to the
horizontal approach velocity in high jumping [2],
there is likely to be an optimum drop height and
initial vertical velocity associated with the greatest
attainable jump height, beyond which the knee
flexes too much, resulting in poorer performance
and possible collapse.

based on an existing simulation model of drop
landings [6] (Fig. 1). The model incorporated
wobbling mass elements in the shank, thigh and
trunk segments. The foot-ground interface was
modelled using frictional horizontal forces during
“toes only” contact (all landings were toes first)
and
non-linear
spring-damper
functions
subsequently horizontally and throughout the
movement vertically. The MTP, ankle, knee, hip,
and shoulder joints were driven by extensor and
flexor torque generators, whilst angle drivers were
incorporated at the elbow and neck joints.

Eccentric loading may also be manipulated
through variations in DJ technique. Experimental
research has traditionally categorised DJs as
bounce DJ (BDJ) or counter-movement DJ (CDJ)
according to the time duration of the eccentric
phase (time between ground contact and lowest
centre of mass vertical position; BDJ 0.11 – 0.15
s; CDJ 0.15 – 0.23 s) [3,4]. A CDJ produces
deeper flexion of the joints and a reduction in
peak landing forces by spreading the required
impulse over a longer time [5]. A BDJ involves
less joint flexion and a shorter ground contact
time than does the CDJ, but with greater peak
joint torques at the knee and ankle [3]. Optimum
technique may be a compromise between
maximizing extensor torques and maximizing the
range through which these torques act.

Fig 1: Eight-segment simulation model with wobbling
masses (black ovals), torque drivers (grey circles), and
angle drivers (white circles).

The simulation model was made specific to an
elite male martial arts competitor using
experimentally collected data obtained during
maximal drop jumps, including arm swing, from
effective drop heights (calculated from mass
centre velocity at touchdown) of 0.30, 0.48, and
0.49 m. Rigid and wobbling segmental inertia
parameters were determined from anthropometric
measurements taken according to the protocol of
Yeadon [7].
Subject-specific joint torque
parameters were calculated from maximum
voluntary torque measurements at the MTP,
ankle, knee, hip, and shoulder joints taken using
a Cybex NORM isovelocity dynamometer on
eccentric-concentric movements.

The purpose of this study was to determine the
effects of varying eccentric loading through drop
height and technique constraints on optimum DJ
technique and subsequent jump height.

METHODS

The stiffness and damping coefficients of the
wobbling masses and foot-ground contact
springs, as well as the coefficient of friction, were

A
planar
eight-segment,
subject-specific
computer simulation model was constructed
7

greater for the CDJs (mean 0.331 s) than the
BDJs (mean 0.279 s), although for jumps of the
same technique type, every incremental increase
in drop height resulted in a progressive increase
in ground contact duration.

determined using optimisation to match three
simulated DJs against the experimentally
collected whole body kinematic and ground
reaction force data for a common parameter set
using an angle-driven version of the simulation
model.
In order to evaluate the model,
simulations of the three drop jumps were again
matched concurrently using a parallelised genetic
algorithm which varied the torque generator
activation parameters to minimise an RMS of cost
functions between the model and corresponding
experimental data for the three individual jumps.

A similar trend was seen in the minimum joint
angles at the ankle, knee, and hip during the
jumps (Fig. 3). At the knee and hip, greater
flexion occurred in BDJs compared to CDJs from
all heights. Each increase in drop height resulted
in a greater flexion at these joints. At the ankle,
there was no clear difference between the two
jump heights, although again higher drop heights
produced lower minimum joint angles.

Optimized simulations were determined for BDJs
(eccentric duration 0.11 – 0.15 s) and CDJs
(eccentric duration 0.15 – 0.23 s) from drop
heights of 0.30 to 0.50 m in 0.05 m increments.
The kinematics at touchdown were varied, along
with the 60 activation parameters, whereby the
peak height reached by the mass centre during
flight was maximized.

130
120
110
minimum 100
joint
angle (°) 90

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The overall difference in kinetic and kinematic
time-histories between the angle-driven model
and experimental performance during the
parameter determination process was 7.8%.
Torque-driven model evaluation revealed
overall differences of 4.3%, with jump height
replicated to within 1% of experimental values.

80
70
0.3

From all drop heights, optimal BDJ height
exceeded optimal CDJ height (Fig. 2). Whilst
jump height for the CDJ was highest from 0.40 m,
jump height for the BDJ continued to increase
with further increases in drop height and thus
vertical landing velocity before plateauing
between 0.45 and 0.50 m.

CDJ Knee

BDJ Hip

CDJ Hip

Fig 3: Minimum ankle, knee, and hip joint angles
during optimum BDJs and CDJs from each of five drop
heights.

CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates the technique-specific
existence of an optimum drop height for
subsequent vertical jump performance.
BDJ
performance exceeds that of the CDJ from all
heights, with each increase in drop height
resulting in incrementally more flexion at key
lower limb joints.

1.00
0.90
jump
height
(m) 0.80
0.70
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Fig 2: Optimal bounce drop jump height (blue) and
optimal counter-movement drop jump height (red) from
each of five drop heights.

Mean eccentric duration was 0.124 s for optimal
BDJs, whilst the mean eccentric duration of 0.151
s for CDJs demonstrated that even within the
category of CDJs, a technique closer towards the
BDJ end of the continuum elicits greater jump
heights. Total ground contact duration was again
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normal gait (self-selected speed), fast gait
(faster than normal), and slow gait (slower than
normal). The trajectories of 55 markers were
recorded with a marker-based motion capture
system (Oqus 300 series, Qualisys AB,
Gothenburg, Sweden) with a sample frequency
of 240 Hz and the ground reaction forces (GRF)
were sampled at 2400 Hz using three force
plates
(AMTI
OR6-5-2000,
Advanced
Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA,
USA). These data were used as input to a
musculoskeletal model in the AnyBody
Modeling System (AMS) (AnyBody Technology,
Aalborg, Denmark), estimating the internal joint
loads (see Fig. 1).

INTRODUCTION
Knee Osteoarthritis (KOA) is the leading cause
of long-term disability mostly affecting people
above 65 [1]. An early detection of KOA can
play a crucial role for choosing the right
intervention to postpone the degenerative
process. Arthroscopy offers a relatively low-risk,
albeit invasive assessment of joint surfaces [2].
Imaging tools are less invasive alternatives but
can impose radiation, and a low correlation
between image diagnostics and pain intensity
has been shown in the literature [3].
Vibroathrography (VAG) has been proposed as
a simpler diagnostic tool for KOA. Due to the
versatility and flexibility of the necessary
equipment, the method can be used during both
dynamic movement and static situations to
record the vibrations and sounds from the intraand extra-articular components with e.g.
accelerometers [2,4]. Since the signal from
degenerated joint surfaces is reported to differ
from healthy knees in both time (amplitude) and
frequency domain [5], VAG measurements have
the potential to detect e.g. cartilage loss.
A critical parameter for cartilage damage and
KOA development in general is the internal joint
loads and the distribution of these [5]. A
common approach for estimating them is the
use of musculoskeletal models based on
inverse dynamics analyses. This approach uses
the kinematics as input, which requires
recording equipment, e.g. a marker-based
motion capture system. We investigated the
relationship between the amplitude of VAG
signals and knee joint loads. If successful, the
investigation may enable assessment of the
latter in a clinical setting based on VAG
measurements only.

Fig 1: The model used in AMS with the blue lines
representing the GRF.

The VAG signals were measured with a sample
frequency
of
1000
Hz
from
three
accelerometers placed on the subjects' right
shank inspired from [4] (see Fig. 2). They were
amplified and converted into SI unit (m s-2) and
band-pass filtered with Kaiser windowed finite
impulse response with cut-off frequency [10-250
Hz] and a filter order of 447.

METHODS
Four healthy subjects (2 males and 2 females,
age: 27.1 ± 1.6 years, height: 173.5 ± 9.1 cm,
body mass: 64.9 ± 8.1 kg) were asked to
perform five trials of three different speed:
9

A positive relationship is observed between
relative joint force and gait speed within each
subject with fast walk causing the highest loads,
except for subject 3, who has normal and fast
gait almost on top of each other. This variation
may be due to the self-selected speeds, which
could have been pre-defined.

Fig 2: Placement of the two accelerometers at
lateral and medial tibia epicondyle (1 and 2
respecively). The forces investigated are Fcom =
total compressive load, Flat and Fmed = the lateral
and medial condyle loads respectively.

The average rectified value (ARV) was
computed for both accelerometers to express
the VAG amplitude.
The correlation between the mean ARV VAG
through the stance phases and the mean knee
compression load as percentage of body weight
(BW) through stance phases was investigated.
This was conducted for both the total
compressive force (Fcom in Fig. 2), compared to
the sum of the mean ARV VAG from the two
accelerometers, and lateral and medial condyle
force (Flat and Fmed respectively in Fig. 2),
compared to the mean ARV VAG from
accelerometers 1 and 2, respectively.

2

Fig 4: Linear relation (R =0.41) between the amplitude
of the VAG signal and knee compressive force. The
colors indicate gait speed and numbers represent the
participants.

CONCLUSIONS
A slight tendency to estimate higher joint loads
for high amplitude of VAG signals was observed
with increase in gait speed in healthy subjects.
More subjects are needed to determine a
possible correlation between these two
parameters. Likewise, studies with KOA
patients are warranted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3 and 4 indicate some correlation for
relative total knee compressive force and
medial condyle force respectively with
correlation coefficients of R2=0.40 and R2=0.41
respectively, whereas lateral condyle force
showed a very poor relation (R2=0.11).

The VAG signal depends on other factors than
joint loads such as the joint angular velocity,
which further investigations will look into.
REFERENCES
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Fig 3: Linear relation (R =0.40) between the
amplitude of the VAG signal and knee compressive
force. The colors indicate gait speed and numbers
represent the participants.
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USING ZERO-MOMENT POINT TO SYNTHESIZE SUBJECT-SPECIFIC, TASK-LEVEL PREDICTIONS
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Nicolas A Vivaldi and Jeffrey A Reinbolt
Mechanical, Aerospace, & Biomedical Engineering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, USA
Email: nvivaldi@vols.utk.edu, Web: http://rrg.utk.edu/
control the task-level motion of the model to
generate a predictive, closed-loop simulation of
stepping response that matches the subject’s own
balance recovery.

INTRODUCTION
Falls are the leading cause of both fatal and
nonfatal injuries in elderly people [1], resulting in
approximately $31 billion in medical costs
annually in the U.S. [2]. These injuries motivate
balance control studies focused on identifying
prevention strategies for reducing the number of
fall events. Experimental methods provide data
about subjects’ kinematic response to a loss of
balance. However, simulations can offer
additional insights, and may be used to make
predictions about functional outcomes of various
interventions. To make these predictions,
simulations require accurate musculoskeletal
modeling and robust control-system architecture.
Several
approaches
already
exist
in
biomechanics to generate accurate models on a
subject-by-subject basis. Moreover, roboticists
have developed control systems approaches for
humanoid robots simultaneously accomplishing
multiple complex tasks, including balance
recovery
[3].
Predictive
subject-specific
simulations of balance recovery can be generated
by synthesizing approaches from both fields of
study and creating surrogate models of task-level
coordination from experimental data.

METHODS
Experimental motion data was collected (female
25 yrs | 1.72 m | 68.0 kg) during perturbation from
single-leg stance. An OpenSim [6] 3D model with
17 degrees of freedom was scaled to match the
subject. Trials in which a step was necessary to
recover balance after perturbation (anterior | 6 cm
| 40 cm/s) were identified and inverse kinematics
determined model kinematics by matching the
recorded marker trajectories. Body kinematics
determined the body segment center of mass
positions during the motion. The experimental
positions of the CoM, swing foot, and torso were
represented
by
surrogate
second-order
polynomial response surfaces in the anterior,
vertical, and lateral directions:

where coefficients (b) are found to best fit the
surface to the desired task (y) as a function of the
center of mass horizontal position (x1, x2) (Fig. 1).

Related to fall prevention, roboticists use the
Zero-Moment Point (ZMP) concept [4] to maintain
dynamic stability during inherently unstable tasks,
such as stepping and gait. In human balance
recovery, stepping is one of the primary reflexes
used when it becomes impossible to keep the
center of mass (CoM) over the base of support
(BoS) [5]. The step(s) redefine the area of the
BoS in the horizontal plane to maintain control of
the CoM, thereby preventing a fall.
In this study, we investigated the potential of
using the ZMP approach for simulating human
balance recovery during single-leg stance in
response to perturbations at the BoS. Specifically,
we examined support surface perturbations large
enough to destabilize the subject (and model) to
the point of making it impossible to recover
balance without stepping. Our goal was to
determine whether the ZMP approach could

Figure 1: The operating spaces of each task were
represented by response surfaces fit to the
experimental data. Each response surface
defined the region in 3D space that the desired
task occupies over the course of the motion. This
information provides a mathematical surrogate for
subject-specific movement simulations.
11

ZMP trajectories play in decision making for
stepping response during balance recovery and
gait.

Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers
were used to calculate the task vectors needed to
move the model by reducing errors between
surrogate response surfaces and predicted body
kinematics. The CoM horizontal plane position
was controlled to be above the ZMP position,
while vertical position followed its surrogate
response surface. ZMP position was calculated
from residual forces and moments acting on the
pelvis [7]:

Figure 2: (a) Comparison of experimental motion
(green) and predictive simulation (red); (b) rootmean-square (RMS) error between experiment
and predictive simulation.

where Mx, y, z and Fx, y, z are the ZMP moments and
forces calculated from the residual moments
(Mpelvis) and forces (Fpelvis) at the pelvis and the
pelvis position (rpelvis) in the ground frame.
Robotic control systems were used to generate
prioritized joint torques necessary for synthesizing
the subject-specific stepping response [3]. Tasks
were prioritized as (1) CoM, (2) swing foot, and
(3) posture. Subsequent tasks were limited to
operate in the cumulative null space, Nprev(k), of all
previous tasks to prevent interference with higher
priorities. The compound torque vector, Γ, used to
move the joints to accomplish the tasks was
calculated as follows:

Figure 3: Locations of feet and points of interest
just before double support. The perturbed model
expands its original base of support (right, stance
foot) by correctly predicting the backward step
(left, swing foot) in the direction of ZMP
movement (blue). The simulated CoM position
(red) controlled by the ZMP approach predicts a
movement consistent with the experimental CoM
position (green).
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulations resulted in a predicted stepping
response to perturbation at the BoS (Fig. 2). CoM
position was predicted well with the smallest RMS
error (0.6 cm in the horizontal plane) among the 3
tasks. The ZMP control played a crucial role in the
predicted CoM position. The largest RMS error
(3.4 cm) was observed for the swing foot’s vertical
position,
which
undergoes
the
largest
accelerations of the bodies during the stepping
response. The redefined BoS stabilizes the model
by enclosing the ZMP within new bounds (Fig. 3).
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CONCLUSIONS
ZMP control with surrogate response surfaces is
an effective approach for simulations predicting
task-level stepping response during balance
recovery. Future work will explore the role that
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Model 2: Knee model (Figure 1) - consisted of a
point mass and weighted thigh and shank
segments. The segment lengths were defined as
the mean distance between the proximal and
distal points (i.e. the hip and knee for the thigh,
and the knee and average CoP for the shank). A
pin joint with a torsional spring connected the
thigh and shank segments. Finally, the ground
contact point was modelled using a point
constraint.

INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models of human movement have
the potential to provide insight into how and why
humans move the way they do. These models
treat the musculoskeletal system as a series of
rigid segments connected by mechanical joints.
Some incorporate springs in order to model the
elastic storage and return of energy [1, 2]. Others
aim to explore the musculotendinous properties
using musculotendon actuators and complex
activation dynamics [3]. These approaches are
generally categorised as either simple or
complex. The simple models are generally used
to explore the fundamental mechanics of
movement. On the other hand, the complex
models often aim to model the individual
components of the musculoskeletal system and
hence undersand the way in which the individual
muscles contribute to the movement.

Model 3: Ankle model (Figure 1) – consisted of a
point mass and weighted thigh, shank and foot
segments. Again the segment lengths were
defined as the mean distance between the
proximal and distal points (i.e. the hip and knee
for the thigh, the knee and ankle for the shank,
and the ankle and average CoP for the foot). Pin
joints with torsional springs connected the
segments and the ground contact point was
modelled using a point constraint.

Due to the existing gap between the current
simple and complex models of running, it is
unclear as to what level of complexity is actually
required when modelling running. Considering
this, the aim of this study is to develop an
“appropriately” complex model of running. Such a
model has the potential to further the
understanding of the biomechanics of “normal
distance
running”,
providing
mechanical
explanations for how and why people run the way
they do.

Figure 1 - Series of models. Left: Spring mass
model; Middle: Knee model; Right: Ankle model.

METHODS
A series of three models, each with an increasing
level of complexity, were developed using
OpenSim. Forward simulations of each of the
models were compared to experimental data. The
three models are described below.

Each model was compared to kinematic/kinetic
data from 19 fore-foot strikers, running
overground at four different speeds (3.3, 3.9, 4.8
and 5.6 m/s). All runners ran with a fore-foot
pattern at the fastest speed, however some
adopted an alternative strike pattern at the slower
speeds resulting in different participants numbers
at each speed (n = 11, 12, 13 and 19 at speeds
1–4, respectively). In order to evaluate model
performance, initial positions and linear velocities
were determined from experimental data while
spring stiffness’s and angular velocities were
varied in an optimizer. Due to geometry
restrictions, introduced by how the distal
segment was defined, the start- and end-points

Model 1: Spring mass model (Figure 1) consisted of a point mass representative of the
body’s centre of mass (CoM), estimated by the
hip joint centre position. The point mass
incorporated the entire mass of the body and was
connected to a fixed point on the ground, the
average centre of pressure (CoP), via a massless
linear spring of constant stiffness.
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In the knee model, due the geometry
restrictions discussed above, it was not
possible to model the initial or final 20%
(approximately) of stance. However, the middle
portion matched relatively well with the
experimental CoM trajectory (RMSDCoM = 5(2),
11(11), 15(15) and 14(20) mm at speeds 1 – 4,
respectively, Figure 2). However, interestingly
there was poorer agreement between predicted
and experimental forces than with the spring
mass model (Figure 3). Furthermore, with the
knee model, the joint positions were
considerably different from the experimental
data (RMSDknee = 61(11), 66(21), 67(18) and
64(14) mm at speeds 1 – 4, respectively), with
the simulated knee trajectory taking the shape
of an inverted pendulum, opposite to that of the
experimental data.

of the simulations were different for each
participant. The cost-function was defined as the
root mean square difference (RMSD) between the
experimental and simulated CoM trajectories.
Simulations were stopped based on a spring
force cut-off criteria.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Agreement between experimental data and
model simulations improved as the complexity
increased. With the spring mass model, peak
vertical displacement was overestimated by a
mean(SD) of 155(25)% across the four speeds
(Figure 2) and the model failed to fully rebound
during mid-to-late stance. The mean(SD) RMSD
between the CoM trajectories were 29(8), 27(7),
25(6) and 23(7) mm at speeds 1 – 4,
respectively. Furthermore, the peak anteriorposterior ground reaction force (GRF) was overestimated, whereas the peak vertical GRF was
underestimated and occurred later during the
stance phase (Figure 3).

The ankle model resulted in reasonable
agreement between both the kinematics and
the kinetics (Figure 2 & Figure 3). The
mean(SD) RMSD between the CoM trajectories
were 16(15), 14(8), 13(6) and 13(5) mm at
speeds 1 – 4, respectively. Furthermore, with
the ankle model the knee followed a similar
trajectory to the experimental data (RMSDknee =
35(15), 32(16), 41(14) and 41(19) mm at
speeds 1 – 4, respectively). Whereas the ankle
trajectory took the shape of an inverted
pendulum, opposite to that of the experimental
data (RMSDankle = 35(14), 31(13), 38(10), and
37(11) at speeds 1 – 4, respectively).
CONCLUSIONS
With these models, it is possible to begin to
draw conclusions about the mechanical
characteristics that contribute to how and why
people run the way they do. For example, the
high agreement in the kinematics for the knee
model suggest that a passive torsional spring at
the knee is sufficient to replicate mid-stance of
running, and that the knee plays an important
role in preventing leg collapse during this
phase. On the other hand, the ankle model with
two passive springs has good agreement in
both the kinematics and kinetics; however, the
model fails during late stance. This suggests
that more energy is required during this phase
in order for sufficient rebound of the CoM in
preparation for flight.

Figure 2 - Experimental and simulated CoM
trajectories from the three models for a single
subject at speed 1.
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Figure 3 - Experimental and simulated ground
reaction forces from the three models for a single
subject at speed 1.
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INTRODUCTION
Musculoskeletal modelling (MSM) is commonly
applied to estimate muscle, ligament and joint
reaction forces that are not possible to measure
in a typical clinical setup. In the most frequently
applied models, the joints are modelled with
idealized constraints such as the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) as a point-on-a-plane [1]
(POP) and the knee as a revolute joint [2]. Due
to the nonconforming geometries of some
joints, the forces can significantly affect the joint
kinematics and this is not captured by kinematic
constraint-based joint models.
For this reason, recent studies have focused on
developing enhanced simulation methods to
enable detailed joint models within MSM. Thelen et al. [3] extended Computed Muscle Control (CMC) to co-simulate detailed musculoskeletal dynamics and knee joint mechanics using
an Elastic Foundation (EF) joint model. Lin et al
[4] introduced a two-level optimization approach
to incorporate an EF-based contact knee model
into a musculoskeletal model. Andersen et al.
[5] introduced the Force-Dependent Kinematics
(FDK) method, which has been implemented into the AnyBody Modeling System (AMS, AnyBody Technology, Denmark) and subsequently
applied by several research groups to study,
among others, the knee [6] and spine [7]. The
FDK methodology augments an inverse dynamic analysis method with the possibility of not only computing muscle and joint reaction forces
but also joint kinematics, taking into account
complex joint geometry and elasticity of the surrounding soft tissues.

Fig 1: Illustration of the point-on-plane model (top
and middle rows) and the FDK model (bottom
)

skin markers in a model with a complex joint influenced, e.g., by EF contact and ligaments.
The method was applied to a subject-specific
mandible model to estimate joint kinematics and
compared to measurements with a custom
brace.
METHODS
A cone beam computed tomography (CT) scan
(NewTom 5G, QR Verona, Italy) segmented using Mimics (Materialise, Belgium) was applied
to develop a subject-specific MSM of a male
subject (age 40, mass 70 kg) in the AMS. The
model was equipped with 24 Hill-type muscles
based on de Zee et al. [1].

Common to these methods is that the gross
movement is provided as input to the model and
typically estimated using a model with a simplified joint model or no joint model at all based on
measured skin marker trajectories, thus disregarding the complex constraint behavior of the
real joint.

Two different models of the TMJ were developed: 1) a POP model [1]. 2) An FDK model,
with TMJ ligaments and contacts. (Fig 1).
To accurately measure the movement of the
mandible relative to the skull, a custom brace
was developed based on a dental impression

The purpose of this study was to develop an
enhanced FDK approach based on tracking of
15

Pearson's correlation coefficient above 0.98 for
the Ant/Post and Sup/Inf directions. The
Med/Lat direction showed poor correlation
(0.14). The FDK model showed comparable results although the RMS errors were slightly
higher (at most 1.41 mm) and the correlation
coefficients slightly lower (0.85 or higher) for
the Ant/Post and Sup/Inf directions but higher
than the POP model in the med/lat direction
(0.30). The improvements in the Med/Lat direction likely result from allowing the FDK solver to
predict this movement whereas the slightly
poorer predictions in the two other directions
are likely caused by the simplified representation of the TMJ geometry, where especially the
contribution of the TMJ disc was omitted.

Fig 2: Top row from left to right: the subject wearing the brace during the motion capture session
and the musculoskeletal model driven by the
measured marker trajectories of the brace. Middle
and bottom rows: Predicted left (middle) and right
(bottom) joint kinematics during an open-close
cycle of the FDK TMJ model (blue), POP TMJ
(green) and measured kinematics (red). Shaded
areas indicate ±1 standard deviation.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we presented an enhanced FDK
method that combines a quasi-static force equilibrium assumption and over-determinate kinematics to estimate muscle, ligament, and joint
contact forces, and joint kinematics based on
skin marker data and external forces. The
method was applied to estimate and validate
TMJ joint kinematics against measurements
and those of a simpler POP model. The method
and model represent a step forward in detailed,
subject-specific musculoskeletal modeling and
the methodology is applicable to other joints as
well.

onto which retro-reflective markers were affixed
(Fig 2). The trajectories of these markers were
tracked by eight infrared high-speed cameras
and collected at 100 Hz (Qualysis, Sweden).
While wearing the brace, the subject was instructed to, among others, open and close his
mouth repeatedly from which five complete cycles were collected and the markers attached to
the brace used as input to the model to drive
the three degrees-of-freedom (DOF) not controlled by the TMJ models and to validate the
three DOF estimated by the models.
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For the POP model, over-determinate kinematics [8] was applied to track the marker trajectories and estimate the joint kinematics.
For the FDK model, the TMJ ligaments were
modeled as nonlinear springs and the contact
between the TMJ articulating surfaces with an
EF model. The movements normal to the POP
planes (Fig 1) and the medial/lateral translation
were resolved through quasi-static force equilibrium between all acting forces (gravity, inertial
forces, muscle forces, contacts and TMJ ligaments) in the model at each time step, whereas
the remaining three DOFs were resolved, such
that the least square difference between the
brace markers and measured markers was minimized by applying an over-determinate kinematics solver [8].
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured and predicted kinematics of the
open-close task are depicted in Fig. 2.
The POP model predicted the movement of the
TMJ with a Root-Mean-Square (RMS) error of
at most 0.47 mm (Sup/Inf direction) and with a
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INTRODUCTION
Impact forces of up to 13 times bodyweight have
been observed in dynamic jumping activities such
as the triple jump [1]. It has long been accepted
that the human skeletal system is capable of
damping such impact shock waves and avoiding
direct transmission of impact forces to internal
structures. The force attenuating mechanisms
responsible, including foot arch and heel pad
compliance; lower extremity joint compression;
and spinal compliance, have previously been
overlooked in forward-dynamics whole-body
simulation models in aid of simplistic
representations. Indeed, a general assumption of
the existing models has been the simplistic
modelling of frictionless pin joints and fixed
segment lengths. Pin joint representations have
therefore resulted in unrealistic dissipation of
force and acceleration throughout the body
following impact and hence difficulty in accurately
reproducing experimentally measured ground
reaction forces [1].

foot-ground interface was modelled using nonlinear spring-damper functions vertically and
horizontally at the toe, MTP joint, and heel. The
MTP, ankle, knee, hip, shoulder, and elbow joints
were each driven by extensor and flexor torque
generators, whilst the neck angle did not vary.
Ankle plantarflexion and knee and hip flexion and
extension were driven by biarticular joint torque
generators [4,5] with the joint torque determined
by activation level as well as the angle and
angular velocity at both the primary and a
secondary joint (e.g. knee extension torque
determined from knee and hip kinematics).
In
addition,
viscoelastic
elements
were
incorporated at the ankle, knee, hip, mid-trunk,
and shoulder joints connecting the distal end of
one rigid segment with the proximal end of the
adjacent rigid segment. These represent the
internal compliance within the human mediolongitudinal foot arch as well as within the
articulating joints and the curvature of the spine.
The compliant joint spring-damper force, Fj, was
given by

Previous studies have attempted to overcome this
limitation by modelling excessive wobbling mass
movement or compression at the foot-ground
interface to compensate for the lack of
compression and thus force dissipation within the
joint structures [1,2,3]. Allen et al. [1] stated that
whilst unrestricted ground compression was
appropriate for simulating performance, accurate
internal
force
replication
would
require
compliance elsewhere within the rigid link system.

𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗 = 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 𝑠𝑠 3 − 𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗 𝑠𝑠̇

where kj and βj are the stiffness and damping
coefficients, respectively, and s and ṡ are the
stretch and stretch rate of the spring-damper,
respectively.
The position of the upper arm insertion along the
rigid upper trunk segment was determined by a
cubic fit against shoulder joint angle, replicating
depression and elevation of the shoulder girdle as
the upper arm is lowered or raised respectively.

The purpose of this study was therefore to
investigate the effect of incorporating joint
compliance on the ability of a computer simulation
model to accurately predict ground reaction
forces during dynamic jumping activities.

The simulation model was made specific to a
national level male 100 m sprinter (23 years, 1.86
m, 88.6 kg, personal best 10.50 s) using
experimentally collected data obtained during
drop landings and maximal drop jumps, including
arm swing, from drop heights of 0.30, 0.445,
0.595, and 0.74 m. Lightweight Dytran triaxial
accelerometers (1000 Hz) were positioned over
the first metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint, the
distal and proximal anteromedial aspects of the
tibia, the anterolateral distal femur (all on the

METHODS
A planar computer simulation model was
constructed within AUTOLEVTM.
The model
consisted of nine rigid segments representing the
forefoot, triangular rearfoot, shank, thigh, lower
trunk, upper trunk, head and neck, upper arm,
and lower arm. The model incorporated wobbling
mass elements in the shank, thigh and trunk
(spanning upper and lower trunk segments). The
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dominant leg), the L5 vertebra, and the C6
vertebra.
The
positioning
of
these
accelerometers was measured and accelerations
at the same positions on the simulation model
were output for the purpose of acceleration
attenuation comparison and evaluation.

compression at the heel.
Wobbling mass
displacement limits were determined from a
spectral analysis of marker movement in relation
to the underlying rigid segment during the
experimental drop jump and drop landing data
collection.

Rigid and wobbling segmental inertia parameters
were
determined
from
anthropometric
measurements taken according to the protocol of
Yeadon [6]. Subject-specific monoarticular and
biarticular joint torque parameters were calculated
from maximum voluntary torque measurements at
the ankle, knee, hip, and shoulder joints taken
using an eccentric-concentric protocol on a ConTrex isovelocity dynamometer.
MTP torque
parameters were scaled from those at the ankle.

In addition to the above matching and model
evaluation process (compliant model), the same
process was repeated for comparative purposes
with a similar model featuring pin joints in place of
the viscoelastic joint springs (rigid model) and the
same penalty limits.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The overall difference in kinetic and kinematic
time-histories between the compliant model and
experimental performance during the evaluation
and parameter determination process was less
than 5%. This included an RMS of vertical and
horizontal ground reaction forces that was also
less than 5% of peak vertical ground reaction
force. All viscoelastic displacements were within
the bounds imposed and so no penalties were
incurred. In comparison, RMS differences were
greater for the rigid model with traditional pin
joints.
The difference between model and
experimental performance data was less than
10%.
Ground reaction forces differed from
experimental data by greater than 10%. Again,
no penalties were incurred.

The stiffness and damping coefficients of the
wobbling masses, compliant joint springs, and
foot-ground contact springs were determined
alongside model evaluation during a matching
optimisation process.
A parallelised genetic
algorithm varied these parameters as well as the
torque generator activation parameters to
minimise an RMS of cost functions between the
model
and
corresponding
experimentally
collected whole body kinematic and ground
reaction force data for a 0.595 m drop jump, given
the same conditions at touchdown.
Penalties were applied to the cost function in any
simulation where displacement at a viscoelastic
element exceeded predefined anatomical limits.
The compliant ankle joint spring was assumed to
represent ankle joint compression as well as
medio-longitudinal arch depression and navicular
drop inferior to this position. Penalty thresholds
were determined with reference to the relevant
literature. Similarly, displacement limits at the
knee and hip were determined with reference to
relevant joint space and distraction gap literature.
Both the mid-trunk and shoulder spring limits
were determined from the collected experimental
data of drop jumps and drop landings. The midtrunk represented the observed resultant length
change between the C7 and L5 vertebra, with the
shoulder spring replicating the experimental acute
change in hip to shoulder distance following
impact with the ground.

Thus, the incorporation of viscoelastic elements
at key joints enables replication of experimentally
recorded ground reaction forces within realistic
whole body kinematics and removes the previous
need for excessive compliance at wobbling
masses and/or the foot-ground interface. Future
research should continue to evaluate the force
and acceleration transmission within a compliant
model and assess the ability to generate realistic
joint reaction forces within a relatively simplistic
whole body simulation model.
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The novel introduction of compliance within joint
structures enabled a reduced magnitude of
compliance elsewhere in the system, and thus
more realistic displacement limits at the wobbling
masses and foot-ground interface. At the footground interface new limits were determined with
reference to scientific literature investigating footshoe-ground horizontal displacement, and shoe
compression with the addition of heel pad
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INTRODUCTION
Predictive simulations of human walking have
great potential to expand our understanding of
locomotion. For instance, they can isolate the
effect of specific impairments on observed gait
pathologies or aid in designing assistive
devices by modeling human-device interactions.
Introducing simulated impairments or adding
augmentation devices to a model may change
kinematics, including preferred walking speed.
Experimental studies have characterized cost of
transport over a wide range of walking speeds,
and have shown that humans prefer walking at
a speed that minimizes their cost of transport
[1]. The purpose of this study was to use a
predictive simulation framework to reproduce
experimental energetic cost of transport. We
trained a model to walk at speeds between 0.5
and 2.0 m/s and compared our simulated cost
of transport to experimental data.

Fig 1: The model in double stance, training at a target
speed of 1.25 m/s.

calculate excitation for each muscle with a
combination of constant signals, positive and
negative feedback from the muscle length and
force,
and
proportional-derivative
(PD)
controllers to stabilize pelvis orientation. A
high-level controller determines when the lowlevel controllers are active based on the phase
of gait. In this work, the high-level controller
transitioned between 5 phases of gait: early
stance, mid-stance, terminal stance, swing, and
landing preparation. The controller was
implemented in a custom software package.

METHODS
We used a planar, 9-degree-of-freedom (dof)
musculoskeletal model based on a model by
Delp et al. [2]. The model (Fig. 1) included a 3dof planar joint for the pelvis, and 1-dof hip,
knee, and ankle joints in each leg. Each leg
was actuated by 9 Hill-type musculotendon
units using a compliant tendon, representing
the major sagittal plane muscles. To better
represent
an
average,
healthy,
young
individual,
we
adjusted
musculotendon
parameters in our model based on a model by
Rajagopal et al. [3]. Ligaments were modelled
as variable stiffness springs that engaged
during hyperextension and hyperflexion of the
joints. Contact forces between the foot and the
ground were computed using the Hunt-Crossley
contact model [4], with contact spheres at the
heels and toes to represent the foot and a
contact plane to represent the ground. We
modeled neural control using a series of statebased controllers based on the model
developed by Geyer and Herr [5]. Briefly, this
model uses a set of low-level controllers to

We generated a 10-second simulation using
OpenSim version 3.3 [6], and then assessed
performance using the following objective
function, J:
𝐽𝐽 = 𝐽𝐽cot + 𝑤𝑤spd 𝐽𝐽spd + 𝑤𝑤inj 𝐽𝐽inj + 𝑤𝑤pel 𝐽𝐽pel + 𝑤𝑤hd 𝐽𝐽hd .

This function sought to minimize the gross cost
of transport (Jcot) while maintaining a steady
speed (Jspd), avoiding injury (Jinj), and stabilizing
the upper body (Jpel, Jhd). We computed gross
cost of transport, Jcot, by summing the basal
and per-muscle metabolic rates [7, 8]. The
speed penalty, Jspd, was applied if the speed
averaged over a step differed from the target
speed by more than 0.05 m/s. If the simulation
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was terminated early due to the model falling,
the speed was set to 0 m/s for the remainder of
the 10 seconds, yielding a large penalty. The
injury penalty, Jinj, discouraged hyperextension
or hyperflexion of the joints by penalizing
ligament use. To promote pelvis, trunk, and
head stability, Jpel penalized large pelvic tilt
deviation from a neutral position and zero
rotation velocity, and Jhd penalized excessive
accelerations of a point at the center of the
head [9]. We manually adjusted weights (wspd,
wlig, wpel, whd) to balance these competing
objectives.
Fig 2: Comparison of measured cost of transport from
three experimental studies (gray lines) with our
simulated results (black dots).

We used the Covariance Matrix Adaptation
Evolution Strategy algorithm [10] to solve for
the controller and initial pose parameters that
minimize our objective function, J. In total, there
were 90 design variables: 70 variables for the
gains and offsets in the muscle controllers, 16
variables for the initial position and velocities of
the model, and 4 variables for the transition
timing of the high-level controller. We used a
population size (i.e., the number of function
evaluations in each generation) of 16. Since
this optimizer is stochastic, we ran the
optimization 20 times for 3000 generations. The
best solution was then used to seed another
round of 20 optimizations. This was repeated
until the change in the best objective function
value decreased by less than 5% from the
previous round’s best value.

CONCLUSIONS
Our finding that predictive simulations match
experimental cost of transport data indicates
that this method captures salient features of
walking. This study increases confidence in the
results of future simulations that study novel
conditions, such as introducing musculoskeletal
impairments or adding assistive devices.
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We optimized the model at speeds between 0.5
and 2.0 m/s, in 0.25 m/s increments. The model
was first trained at 1.25 m/s. Each speed was
trained by seeding with the solution from the
neighboring speed (e.g., the solution for 1.25
m/s was used as the initial seed to train
solutions for 1.00 and 1.50 m/s).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our model and optimization framework
generated simulations that were in close
agreement with experimental results [1, 11, 12]
(Fig. 2). The minimum cost of transport from our
simulations
(3.17
J/kg·m)
and
the
corresponding speed (1.23 m/s) were both
within the range reported in previous
experimental studies. Our cost of transport
measures also captured realistic trends for
decreasing and increasing speed, following the
characteristic bowl-shaped curve. A steeper
increase in cost of transport was observed
while approaching slower speeds as compared
with faster speeds. Since we used a planar
model, future work is needed to determine
energetic costs due to stabilization of and
motion in the frontal and transverse planes.
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constructed muscle activations. For standard
static optimization, muscle activations are
independent between time frames, allowing the
optimization to be performed one time frame at
a time. In contrast, for the proposed modified
static optimization, muscle activations are
coupled via synergies across time frames,
requiring the optimization to be performed over
all time frames simultaneously.

INTRODUCTION
Muscle synergies are being increasingly
explored for their ability to reduce or explain
neural control complexity during movement
tasks such as walking [1,2]. Synergies take a
high dimensional control space and reduce it to
a low dimensional space, which is potentially
useful for reducing the amount of indeterminacy
when estimating muscle forces via optimization.
While muscle force estimation typically involves
matching the net joint moments calculated by
inverse dynamics, the human body also
controls the net joint stiffnesses that determine
body response to perturbations.

Muscle synergy quantities were used as the
design variables for modified static optimization.
Each muscle activation synergy was composed
of a single time-varying synergy activation
defined by p = 21 B-spline nodal points along
with a corresponding time-invariant synergy
vector defined by m = 44 weights specifying
inter-muscle activation coupling. Thus, for n
synergies (n = 2 through 6), the number of
design variables was n*(p+m), which ranged
from 130 for 2 synergies to 390 for 6 synergies.
Since the number of inverse dynamic joint
moment values to be matched was 6*101 = 606,
each optimization problem was theoretically overdetermined. However, in practice, the problems
remained under-determined since neighboring
time frames were not independent from one
another.

This study describes a computational approach
for using muscle synergies to reduce indeterminacy when estimating leg muscle forces
during walking, and then evaluates how the
number of synergies affects joint stiffness
estimates as well as joint moment matching.
The results suggest that a low number of
synergies can match joint moments well but
necessitate higher joint stiffnesses, which may
have implications for neurological disorders that
tend to reduce the number of synergies (e.g.,
stroke [1], Parkinson’s disease [2]).
METHODS
Experimental data were taken from the Fourth
Grand Challenge Competition to Predict In Vivo
Knee Loads [3], with gait trial jw_ngait_2 being
selected for analysis. A previously developed
pelvis and right leg OpenSim model of the
experimental subject [4] was used for
subsequent analyses in OpenSim [5]. The
model possessed 44 muscle-tendon actuators
that controlled a 3 DOF hip, 1 DOF knee, and 2
DOF ankle. OpenSim inverse kinematic, inverse
dynamic, and muscle analyses were performed
to calculate joint kinematics, joint moments, and
muscle-tendon lengths and moment arms for
101 time frames of the experimental gait trial.

Using these design variables, modified static
optimization problems were formulated as
follows. The cost function minimized the sum of
squares of inverse dynamic joint moment errors
plus the sum of squares of muscle activations
over all time frames simultaneously. Linear
equality constraints made the sum of weights
within each synergy vector equal to one, which
made the synergy construction unique, while
lower bound constraints made the synergy
activation B-spline nodes and synergy vector
weights greater than zero. A custom Hill-type
rigid-tendon muscle model developed in Matlab
was used for calculating muscle forces given
synergy-constructed activations, where muscletendon model parameter values were taken
from [4]. Modified static optimization problems
were solved using Matlab’s fmincon nonlinear

A modified static optimization approach was
developed in Matlab to estimate leg muscle
forces
during
walking
using
synergy21

stance phase for hip and knee flexion started
high and generally decreased, while mean
stiffness for the remaining four degrees of
freedom remained much smaller and roughly
constant (Fig. 1). Decreases in joint stiffness
were accompanied by decreases in maximum
and mean muscle activations (6.00 and 0.19 for
2 synergies down to 0.53 and 0.03 for 6
synergies) as well as decreases in muscle cocontraction. Thus, to match inverse dynamic
joint moments well using a low number of
synergies, the modified static optimization had
to use higher muscle activations with more
muscle co-contraction.

constrained optimization algorithm. Errors in
inverse dynamic joint moment matching were
quantified using root mean square (RMS) and
R2 metrics.
For each synergy-constructed muscle activation
solution (n = 2 through 6), the sagittal plane
stiffness of each joint was calculated using
analytical relationships. In brief, for any joint j
possessing generalized coordinate
and
inverse dynamic joint moment
, joint stiffness
can be defined as
(1)
where
is the moment arm and
the
tendon force of muscle i. Carrying out the
partial derivative leads to
(2)
Fitting muscle-tendon length
as a
polynomial function of spanned joint angles,
noting that
can be calculated from
via
,

(3)

Fig. 1: Mean joint stiffness values over stance phase as a
function of number of muscle activation synergies. Infinity
indicates standard static optimization solution without
using muscle activation synergies.

and realizing that
can be written as an
analytical function of
for a rigid tendon
muscle model, one arrives at

CONCLUSIONS
Some researchers have suggested that
individuals with neurological disorders such as
stroke or Parkinson’s disease walk with
increased joint stiffness, potentially to maintain
greater stability and reject walking disturbances
[6]. Individuals with these disorders have also
been shown to use a lower number of muscle
synergies than do healthy individuals [1,2]. This
study suggests that these two observations may
be related, with increased joint stiffness being
required to achieve specified inverse dynamic
joint moments using a low number of synergies.
Further exploration of this issue should be
performed by analyzing walking data collected
from individuals with neurological disorders.

(4)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For 2 through 6 muscle activation synergies,
the number of synergies had minimal influence
on the model’s ability to match inverse dynamic
joint moments closely (Table 1). Joint moment
matching improved slightly with the addition of
each new synergy, most notably when going
from 2 to 3 synergies. Hip rotation moment
shape in particular was poorly matched with 2
synergies but well matched with more.
2

Table 1: RMS errors (first row, Nm) and R values
(second row) for inverse dynamic joint moment matching.
Num.
Hip
Hip
Hip
Knee Ankle Ankle
Syn.
flex.
add.
rot.
flex.
flex.
inv.
5.4
4.2
3.4
2.6
2.5
1.1
2
0.96
0.96
0.39
0.98
0.99
0.94
1.5
2.2
1.6
1.5
2.0
1.0
3
1.00
0.99
0.86
0.99
1.00
0.95
0.4
0.5
0.9
0.5
0.6
0.7
4
1.00
1.00
0.95
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.7
5
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.98
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
6
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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As the number of muscle activation synergies
increased from 2 to 6, mean joint stiffness over
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INTRODUCTION
Dual Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry (DXA) is an
effective and validated approach for segmental
musculoskeletal examinations. Specifically, DXA
can provide an accurate estimation of in-vivo
body segment inertial parameters (such as
segment mass), for use in subject specific
computational
biomechanical
modelling
applications
[1]. These approaches are
considered more accurate than previous methods
of segment parameter estimation, which typically
incorporate cadaveric data in some capacity, and
hence are becoming more common in the recent
literature. These approaches can also be
considered a more practical solution to other
scannng methodologies, such as computer
tomography scans, as DXA scans have lower
running costs, and emit low levels of radiation.
Masses are estimated through the correlation of
areal density data with the DXA grayscale image,
establishing a relationship between the pixel color
gradient and the mass with which it represents
[2].

soft tissue and bone for example, will affect mass
calculations.
The aim of this research was to understand the
sensitivity of mass segment calculations obtained
using DXA scans with varying intensity thresholds
to understand the associated impact of this
variation on computational simulations.
METHODS
Full body DXA scans of five elite athletes within
the wheelchair racing discipline were obtained
using a standardized procedure [4], analyzed and
exported (in DICOM format) using Lunar iDXA
(GE Healthcare, USA). Each athlete’s DXA scan
was analysed three times, with each one
undergoing a different intensity threshold
protocol. The three intensity threshold protocols
can be defined as; the software default (Original),
minimising the lower threshold value whilst
retaining the software default upper threshold
value (Standard), and minimising the lower
threshold value whilst maximising the threshold
value, to include all intensities within an image
(Maximum).

Software to collect DXA data typically uses
thresholding to maximize the dynamic range of
the images collected. The threshold values used
cannot be fixed as a constant, due to variations
based on radiofrequency field inhomogeneity,
receiver coil sensitivity profile, main magnetic field
inhomogeneity, or imperfect properties of the
pulse sequences [3]. Hence, no documentation
currently exists for a standardized protocol
regarding gold standard bounds to ensure
greatest accuracy. Through altering the intensity
thresholds of an image, greater emphasis is
placed on either the higher (bone), or lower (soft
tissue) frequency musculoskeletal elements,
potentially altering the total mass distribution.

Each DXA scan (n = 5) was manually delineated
into 14 standardized segments [5] using custom
MATLAB (2015a, Mathworks, USA) code.
Segments include; head and neck (H&N), torso
(TOR), upper arm (UAR and UAL), forearm (FAR
and FAL), hand (HDR and HDL), thigh (THR and
THL), shin (SHR and SHL), and foot (FTR, FTL),
with R and L denoting right and left sides
respectively.Segment boundaries were defined
from key anatomical landmarks identified from the
high attenuation (skeletal) image with Original
threshold levels. Defined boundaries were then
transferred to the low attenuation (soft tissue and
skeletal) image to estimate segment masses.
These segment boundaries remained consistent
for each of the three analyses of each athlete,
when intensity thresholds were manipulated.
Masses were calculated through summating all
segment intensities within a specified limb
segment boundary, and scaled with an areal

The whiteness of each pixel within a scan, or its
intensity, has a value between 0 (black) and 255
(white). As this scale is fixed, as the threshold
intensity range increases, less distinction
between pixels is present. This may result in
errors, as impaired ability to differentiate between
23

predominantly in the trunk, were underestimated.
It can be assumed these differences would have
significt impact on the accuracy of computational
simulations, specifically for that of the hand
segment, as inertial properties would be greatly
impacted. Thus, this research suggests that due
to the sensitivity of body segment mass
calculations on the defined intensity threshold
levels, these values should not be manually
altered in the processing stage, and left as their
Original values.

density calibration factor to determine specific
segment masses. Segment boundaries were
consistently applied to three images.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Segment mass calculations were sensitive to
varying intensity threhsholds. Differences in the
estimates of segment masses, between the
Standard and Original thresholds, as well as
between the Maximum and Original thresholds
are presented in Figure 1. Maximizing all visible
intensities
(Maximum)
provided
greater
agreement to the default (Original) measure for
the head and limb segments, whilst the Standard
measure poorly estimated all segment masses,
particularly when presented as %Segment mass.

CONCLUSIONS
Appropriate processing of DXA scans can allow
the estimation of body segment mass properties,
to assist in the subject-specific musculoskeletal
model definition in computational analyses. The
processing of DXA scans is subject to a defined
intensity threshold. This research demonstrated
that the intensity threshold definition influences
body segment mass calculations using DXA
processes. Whilst no standardized measure
currently exists, it appears that the machine
default (Original) is most reliable and hence least
likely to artificially introduce errors into
computational simulations, which would be
propagated throughout analysis.
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Fig 1: Differences in mass segments based on
alterations to intensity.

Whilst the Maximum method estimated limb
masses consistently with the Original approach, it
underestimated the trunk segment, and
correspondingly total body mass. This error may
have been a result of poor differentiation between
different intensities as a consequence of including
too large a range of intensities within the image.
Although <2% of the total body mass, this
underestimate suggests the inappropriateness of
using this technique in the calculation of subjectspecific body segment parameters.
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Interestingly, the Standard method had opposite
results to the Maximum method, whereby total
body mass was calculated the same as the
Original approach, however substantial variation
was demonstrated in the magnitude of each limb.
These differences can be assumed as a
consequence of the artificially applied high pass
threshold from the Standard and Maximum
approaches, which overestimates bony tissue
presence, such as the hand which can be seen in
Figure 1 to differ by ~60% (HDR in Figure 1).
Generally the denser bony regions were
overestimated whilst the soft tissue regions,
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physiological properties (Correction in Fig. 1).
For this, a single muscle forces vector is
computed thanks to a barycentric interpolation
with regard to the different joints. The closest
solution of this muscle forces vector which
satisfies the global dynamic equilibrium and the
physiological properties is then considered as
the muscle forces vector solution.

INTRODUCTION
In most musculoskeletal simulation software,
the muscle force estimation step is solved
thanks to an optimization problem. It consists in
minimizing a criterion representing the central
nervous system strategy. Despite several
improvements,
this optimization
remains
computationally costly. Some authors propose
real-time simulations but achieve compromises
on model complexity [3] or on the optimization
stop criterion [1] to achieve this performance.
In this work, we present a fast and quasioptimal method of muscle forces estimation: the
MusIC method (Muscle forces Interpolation and
Correction). It is based on precomputed data
collected in a database as previously proposed
by [4]. Its performance in terms of computation
frequency and accuracy is showed on a usually
used musculoskeletal leg model thanks to a
cycling motion.
METHODS
From joint coordinates q and joint torques Γ,
the MusIC method aims at computing a muscle
forces vector solution F. It is composed on two
steps.
The first one consists in generating a database
beforehand by using only the musculoskeletal
model (Database generation in Fig. 1).
Considering each joint separately, it contains an
activation ratio vector, solution of the classical
optimization
problem
for
several
joint
configurations, ranging the physiologically
feasible joint space. This vector corresponds to
the activation part of each muscle compared to
the sum of activations of all these muscles.

Fig 1: Pipeline of the MusIC method.

This method was compared to a classical
optimization problem solved thanks to a SQP
method. For each of them, a 3-order polynomial
criterion is applied where each muscle force is
normalized by its maximal isometric force. One
male participant (184 cm, 70 kg) performed a
cycling motion. 47 motion capture markers were
placed on standardized anatomical landmarks
and captured thanks to a Vicon ® motion capture
system (125 Hz). Two instrumented pedals
(1000 Hz) were used to access external forces
applied on each foot. We reconstruct the motion
thanks to a whole body model. Musculoskeletal
model of the legs is extracted from the work of
[2] and is composed of 82 muscles distributed
over the two legs.

In the second step, from the current state, we
use the database to find a solution of the force
sharing problem for each joint (Interpolation in
Fig. 1). The activation ratio vector is extracted
from the database thanks to a linear
interpolation with the current joint configuration.
The solutions of each joint are then corrected to
compute a muscle forces vector satisfying the
global
dynamic
equilibrium
and
the
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The results described above show that the
MusIC method finds a quasi-optimal solution.
Its main benefit is the computation frequency
which is approximately twenty times higher.
One of the principles of this method is to
consider separately the muscles contribution for
each joint. However, despite the significant part
of poly-articular muscles, the solution seems
consistent with the optimal one. Moreover, the
use of a linear interpolation seems to filter the
muscle forces compared to those obtained with
a classical optimization. For example, we can
see in Fig. 2 that the rectus femoris force curve
obtained with the classical method exhibits an
artefact. It comes from a local minimum in the
optimization method. As the MusIC method is
based on joint configurations which were
filtered throughout the motion, this artefact does
not appear with this method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From muscle forces solution of both methods,
we recompute the cost function value
throughout the motion. The relative difference
between the average values is 2.7%. Thus, the
solution suggested by the MusIC method is
close to the classical one in terms of optimality.
Fig. 2 shows representative examples of
muscle forces (each normalized by its
maximum isometric force) obtained with both
methods. For each of them, periods of
activation and non-activation and amplitude of
activation are consistent. Considering all
muscles, the mean correlation coefficient of the
MusIC method results is 0.89(±0.14) compared
to the classical optimization problem.

The MusIC method is based on a pre-computed
database which depends only on the
musculoskeletal model. Thus, it is usable
whatever the motion of a subject is and can
improve largely the computation time to achieve
real time computation. This method could be
extended to other cost functions, for example
considering the joint reaction forces. Obviously,
additional validations have to be performed with
other musculoskeletal models to completely
validate the MusIC method.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a fast and quasi-optimal method
of muscle forces estimation: the MusIC method,
which
was
partially
validated
on
a
musculoskeletal leg model. The solution
obtained is close to the optimal one with a
particularly low computation time compared to a
classical optimization method.
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Fig 2: Muscles forces (each normalized by its
maximum isometric force) on the right leg throughout
the motion. The continuous blue line and the dotted
red line correspond respectively to results obtained
with the classical optimization problem and with the
MusIC method.

Finally, the computation frequencies are
respectively 1.7 Hz and 36 Hz for the classical
optimization problem and for the MusIC
method. As the database generation is
performed beforehand, the computation time of
this step is not taken into account.
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The analysis was repeated with acceleration
due to gravity reset to 0m/s2. The net elbow
joint moment, predicted biceps and triceps
muscle forces, and resulting joint reaction
forces were compared between the 1g and the
0g simulations.

INTRODUCTION
Maintaining muscle and bone mass during
extended exposure to microgravity is a concern
as humans continue to explore possibilities of
long duration space travel in zero gravity and
colonization of planets such as Mars with a
surface gravity a fraction of what it is on
Earth[1,2]. To date most studies have focused
on microgravity induced musculoskeletal
deconditioning in the lower limbs but less so in
the upper limbs. Despite the important role of
muscle contractions on bone and cartilage
health, it is poorly understood how muscle force
patterns and the resulting joint contact forces
may be altered in a microgravity environment.

RESULTS
The calculated RMSE and R2 of the mean
predicted activation of the biceps long and short
head compared to experimental EMG were 14%
and 0.79 respectively. A comparison of external
elbow joint moments during the bicep curl in 1g
vs. 0g condition are shown in Figure 1.

Using musculoskeletal models we can predict
muscle and joint contact forces using inverse
dynamics in conjunction with optimization
techniques. This approach can also be used to
simulate movements in a microgravity
environment. The purpose of this study was to
explore differences in muscle and joint contact
forces during a bicep curl exercise in a 1g vs. a
0g environment.

Fig 1: The elbow flexion moments (Nm) in 1g vs. 0g
across the bicep curl movement cycle. A positive value
represents a flexor moment, a negative value represents
an extensor moment.
1g
0g

METHODS
The data used for this study were collected
from a single consenting male participant
performing isolated bicep curls with a 4kg
handheld weight. We collected kinematic data
with a 3D motion capture system (Vicon,
Denver, CO) and surface EMG were collected
from the biceps muscles for validating the
baseline 1g simulations.

The predicted muscle forces for the elbow
flexor and extensor muscles during the bicep
curl in 1g and 0g conditions are shown in Figure
2.

We used a published OpenSim upper limb
model for this study [3]. In order to better isolate
the elbow movement, the shoulder joint
coordinates were locked. A 4kg mass was
added to the right hand to simulate the
handheld weight used during experimental data
collection. The OpenSim pipeline was used to
model the experimental movement and to
estimate muscle and joint contact forces [4].
The mean predicted muscle activation for the
biceps long and short heads were compared to
ensemble
averaged
experimental
EMG
recordings to validate model muscle activation
predictions.

brachialis

brachioradialis

triceps long

biceps long

triceps lat

biceps short

triceps medial

Fig 2: Predicted elbow muscle forces in the 1g vs. 0g
bicep curl conditions.
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in shear force patterns may also alter the
bending loads experienced by the humerus.
Bone remodeling is specific to the direction and
type of loading present and so the shift in JRF
magnitude and pattern may result in alterations
in bone remodeling in a microgravity
environment. Additionally, the change in
magnitude and pattern of muscle activation
would likely result in a change to the external
loading patterns at the muscle attachment sites
which will also have implications for bone
growth and regeneration.

The predicted joint reaction forces (JRF)
occurring at the distal end of the humerus at the
elbow joint during the bicep curl in 1g and 0g
conditions are shown in Figure 3.

Bone strength is dependent on external loading
to stimulate modelling and remodeling. In a 1g
environment, the lower limbs are externally
loaded by body weight, however, the relatively
small changes in humerus JRFs in the 0g
simulation suggests that the bones of the upper
limbs are primarily loaded via muscle and joint
contact forces. The idea that long duration
exposure to microgravity may affect bone in the
upper limbs differently that in the lower limbs is
supported by a previous study in which bone
mineral density from the radius and tibia were
measured in cosmonauts before and after 6
month space missions [5]. Whereas nearly all
experienced loss of bone mineral density in the
tibia, approximately half showed increases in
bone mineral density in the radius [5].
Musculoskeletal modelling provides a tool to
explore mechanisms underpinning these
differences.

Fig 3: Predicted joint reaction forces (N) in the 1g vs.
0g conditions. Humerus coordinate system is shown on
the right.

1g

0g

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
The current study shows that the elbow joint
moment during a simulated bicep curl exercise
changed from exclusively flexor in the 1g
simulation to a lower magnitude moment that
drifts between a flexor and extensor moment in
0g. The elbow joint moments were reflected in
the predicted muscle forces with drastically less
activity in the elbow flexors and increased
activity in the elbow extensor muscles during
the 0g simulation as the triceps muscles take
over the role of accelerating the forearm
downward.

As humans explore opportunities for extended
space travel, we need to increase our
knowledge and understanding of the effects of
long duration exposure to microgravity on the
human body. Although this study examined a
simple movement, it demonstrated how
computational simulations can be valuable tools
to examine the sometimes counterintuitive
effects of a 0g environment on the internal
forces of the upper limb musculoskeletal
system. The ability to estimate musculoskeletal
loads in a 0g and partial gravity environments
will help us to design and optimize exercises
with a goal of loading the musculoskeletal
system to effectively stimulate bone modelling
and remodeling required for joint and skeletal
health.
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The largest distal humerus JRFs were predicted
to occur in the axial direction (Y). Despite the
significant changes in muscle force patterns,
the compressive force experienced by the distal
humerus in 0g was similar to that seen in the 1g
simulation. This can be explained by the fact
the both the flexor and extensor muscle groups
will generate compressive forces on the
humerus when active. The JRFs in the X and Z
directions represent shear forces at the elbow
joint which, like the compressive loads, are of
comparable magnitudes but have different
patterns of loading. This might be expected
given the switch from a flexor dominated
movement to an extensor one. These changes
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metamodel available as an OpenSim [8] plugin
to facilitate musculoskeletal modelling on a
larger population.

INTRODUCTION
Total hip joint replacement (THR) requires
adequate fixation of implants to bone. Joint
replacement registries record reasons for THR
revision surgery [1,2,3] – the majority are those
relating to mechanical loads, the leading cause
being loosening/lysis. Knowledge of the local
mechanical environment at the bone-implant
interface is critical for predicting implant
performance. Because muscle forces dominate
the local loading environment, it is important to
accurately represent the magnitude and
distribution of these forces on the bone.

METHODS
Finite Element model
CAD solid volumes were constructed of the
relevant hip joint bones, muscles and tendons,
after image segmentation of VHM colour
images. Realistic fibre fields representing the
muscle fascicle architecture were generated
from the CAD solids using a computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) simulation [7].
The CAD solids were also used to generate
aggregate muscle-tendon volume meshes, and
individual muscle and tendon surface meshes.
Material sections, muscle fibre fields and
activation groups were then mapped to
elements within the aggregate volume meshes
– assignation dependent on a logical
comparison of which surface meshes the nodes
of the volume elements fall within or close to.

Although in vivo experimental data exists for hip
contact forces [4], computational models are
required to estimate muscle forces. Existing line
segment models of hip muscles do not explicitly
account for fibre architecture, wrapping
surfaces, and the change in cross-sectional
area between the wide origins and narrow
insertions
over
the
muscle
volume.
3D Finite Element (FE) models may include
these features, but require a longer time to
solve that may rule them out for use in
screening many permutations of implant and
patient variation.

Metamodel
The metamodel will be constructed through a
Design of Experiments upon the Finite Element
model and then be used through OpenSim via
API calls (Figure 1).

A
compromise
between
computationally
expensive FE models and overly simple line
segment models is to create a surrogate
‘metamodel’ that adequately captures the
complexity of the FE model using a statistical
fitting approach. A metamodel of an FE model
incorporating realistic muscle architecture and
active contraction, can capture much of the
stress-strain behaviour of the FE model while
having a much shorter solution time [5].
This paper presents the first step in the
development of a metamodel of the hip joint
muscles. We have derived this model from the
Visible Human Male (VHM) [6] image set for the
hip joint muscles, incorporating a recentlydeveloped method for generating realistic
muscle fibre fields [7]. We aim to make this

Fig 1: Construction and use of a metamodel
representing accurate muscle architecture.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 illustrates the generation of the CAD
solid model of the iliopsoas tendon. The solid
was generated by “loft” operations through the
highlighted contours.

associated CAD solids to create an aggregate
muscle-tendon volume mesh. On the left are
individual surface meshes. Properties such as
“tendon”, “muscle of an activation group” – with
fibre direction interpolated from the CFD
results, or “gap element”, are assigned to
elements of the aggregate mesh depending on
whether they fall within or close to certain
surface meshes.

Fig 2: CAD solid of iliopsoas tendon.

This method has certain limitations as a result
of the sensitivity of the “loft’ operation to the
shape of the cross-sections – they cannot
branch, are prone to ringing artefacts, and may
generate self-intersecting surfaces causing the
operation to fail. It is often necessary to simplify
contours, and to divide the solid into smaller
parts to loft separately then merge later. Other
methods would be more suitable for studies
requiring fine accuracy at the aponeuroses.

Fig 4: Overlay of the surface meshes of the
psoas, iliacus, and iliopsoas tendon (left), and the
aggregate muscle-tendon volume mesh (right).

Use of CAD solid intermediaries facilitates both
the generation of realistic muscle fibre fields
and FE mesh geometry. Chief advantages it
has over meshing directly from image
segmentation: clean material interfaces, and
recognition by both CFD and FE meshing
software. The main limitation is that of the “loft”
operation. It is a method suitable for generation
of a detailed model upon which the metamodel
is built.

One advantage of the definition of CAD solids
as an intermediary step to CFD and FE mesh
construction, is that it is possible to create
matching surfaces at interfaces through
“combine” (Boolean subtraction) operations,
such as between muscle belly and tendon. Only
one surface needs to be segmented exactly, as
long as it will cut cleanly through the other solid
to create the other surface.
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These interface surfaces are directly usable in
the definition of inlet and outlet boundary
conditions for CFD simulations. Figure 3 shows
generated fibre fields from the CFD simulation
method in [7], visualised as field lines.

Fig 3: Muscle fibre fields generated from the
psoas (top) and rectus femoris (bottom).

Figure 4 (right) illustrates the use of a
“shrinkwrap” mesh generation operation over
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Hill model. Methods using measurements obtained from dynamometers have been described in the literature for parameter estimation
of the Hill model of an individual person [4].
Creating a full dataset of, for example, the lower
extremity takes much time and is very hard for
the subject/patient. It would therefore be a large
improvement if a good estimation of the Hill parameters were obtained from a limited number
of measurements.

INTRODUCTION
Musculoskeletal models have been used for
decades now to investigate fundamental questions regarding our complex musculoskeletal
system. Ten years ago, Erdemir et al. [1] wrote
in his review that estimation of individual muscle forces during human movement also might
contribute to improved diagnosis and management of neurological and orthopaedic conditions. What we see now is a transition from the
fundamental research towards applications
within the clinical field and the industry. The requirements for a successful transition are studies reporting successful validation of musculoskeletal models and the ability to create subject-specific models.

The aim of this study is therefore to evaluate
the predictability of a subject-specific musculoskeletal model based on only isometric joint
torque measurements of the whole lower extremity based on a reduced data set and a full
dataset.

The last couple of years a lot of focus has been
on validation and the Grand Challenge Competition [2] to predict in vivo knee loads really has
facilitated this. The second requirement regarding the ability to create subject-specific models
has been less in focus, while a high level of
subject-specific detail is required for applications within the clinical field.

METHODS
One male long distance runner (height: 1.85 m,
weight: 66.5 kg) was included in this study. In
accordance with the regional ethical review
committee, a series of maximal isometric joint
torque experiments were performed on a dynamometer for the ankle, knee and hip flexors and
extensors of the dominant leg. Seven evenly
distributed isometric measurements were taken
around the ankle joint for three different knee
joint angles. The same was done for the knee
joint for three different hip joint angles.

Creating subject-specific models can be divided
into two elements. The first element is making
sure that the model represents the same geometry as the subject. With the present imaging
technology, it is possible to create models with
exact bone geometry as the real subject, see
for a nice example Marra et al. [3]. The second
element is making sure that the model represents the muscular capacity of the subject or, in
other words, trying to obtain the subject-specific
parameters of the Hill muscle-tendon model typically used in musculoskeletal models. This is
not a straightforward process. Imaging cannot
be used, because important parameters like
tendon slack length cannot be measured.
Moreover, there is no direct relationship between the visible muscle morphology in images
and the parameters in the phenomenological

A lower extremity model was used based upon
the TLEMsafe 2.0 model [5] using the AnyBody
Modeling System (AMS) (AnyBody Technology
A/S, Denmark). The model was geometrically
scaled based on anthropometric measurements. Each experimental condition was mimicked in the model to evaluate the joint strength
of the model after which two optimization procedures were conducted using the SNOPT optimizer. The first optimization (Multi_opt) used
the full dataset (around 70 isometric measurements) to minimize the difference between the
31

experimental and simulated isometric joint
strengths by changing the Hill parameters.

Looking at the sum of the total normalized RMS
error, the Multi_opt was somewhat smaller than
the Single_opt with 27% difference. However,
this difference was mostly coming from errors in
the estimations for the knee flexors using Single_opt. For the other joints the difference between the Single_opt and Multi_opt were small.
Figure 1 illustrates the differences for the plantar flexors, the knee flexors and hip flexors.

The second optimization (Single_opt) used only
the reduced dataset (around 24 isometric
measurements), where for example the ankle
joint data for only one knee angle was used.
The two optimization results were compared to
a reference model (Ref) which was identical to
the optimised model but with muscle-tendon parameters from the standard scaling in AMS.

This could indicate that a reduced dataset is insufficient for predicting the muscle-tendon parameters of the knee flexors and hip extensors,
but is sufficient for the knee extensors and the
muscles around the other joints. The reason is
probably that the knee flexor torque is primarily
produced by bi-articular muscles and the optimizer needs therefore more data with different
hip joint angles in order to obtain a good fit.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first observation (see also Fig 1) is that
both the Single_opt and Multi_opt leads to a
much better subject-specific model than the Ref
scaling. The normalized RMS error for Ref was
about a factor 4 larger than either optimized
model.

CONCLUSIONS
This study showed that estimating muscletendon parameters for the entire lower extremity based on a reduced dataset is sufficient for
most joint torques. However, it might not be sufficient for the knee flexors/hip extensors, and
the insufficiency may be due to the influence of
bi-articular muscles for these joints.
The outcome of this study is important information for trying to minimize the experimental
pressure on the subject and also time. However, the whole experimental procedure even with
a reduced dataset plus the optimization time
still takes a long time, which limits at present
the applications in a true clinical environment.
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Fig 1: Isometric joint torque profiles for the plantar
flexors, knee flexors and hip flexors of the: optimization
based on a reduced data set (Single_opt), optimization
based on a full dataset (Multi_opt), experimental data
(Exp) and the reference AnyBody model (Ref).
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specific FE models of the implanted hemipelvis.
Heterogeneous bone material properties were
assigned based on CT greyscale information.
All materials in the models were assumed to be
linear elastic. For each hemipelvis, an explicit
FE analysis was performed (ABAQUS). Firstly,
a Pinnacle (DePuy-Synthes Inc) acetabular
shell was implanted into the acetabulum, using
displacement control, until it was fully seated
and then allowed to spring back to an
equilibrium position. Afterward, the joint
reaction forces from a level gait cycle [3] were
scaled to the subject’s bodyweight and applied
in 50 loading increments. Micromotion at the
cup-bone interface was calculated by tracking
the relative displacement of interfacial cup-bone
node pairs. The composite peak micromotion
(CPM) was taken for each interfacial cup node
as
the
highest
relative
displacement
experienced at any point during the loading
cycle [4].

INTRODUCTION
Successful cementless acetabular cup designs
are robust to patient and surgical variability.
There are significant variations in geometry and
bone
quality
between
patients.
The
accompanied variation in the placement and
orientation during surgery increases the range
of environments to which a prosthesis is
subjected [1]. Adequate primary stability is
necessary for a patient after surgery to achieve
bone ingrowth into the porous surface of a cup
and, in turn, long-term success [2]. Excessive
micromotion at the cup-bone interface may
prevent bone ingrowth.
The challenge in developing new acetabular
cups is assessing their likely performance in a
diverse population prior to clinical trials.
Currently, the majority of Finite Element (FE)
studies typically assess the primary stability of
cups on a single hip joint [1]. Studies need to
fully consider the spectrum of anatomical and
material property variation found in the
population and the uncertainty in surgical
preparation and positioning of cups. However,
generating and analysing a population of
subject-specific FE models has a significant
time cost. Population sampling may provide a
representative subset of subjects that describes
the variability in micromotion while reducing the
number of FE models required. Moreover, using
a surrogate model to identify influential surgical
parameters and discard those with negligible
effect may help further reduce the time cost in
pre-clinical testing.

Patient Variability
Representative subsets of subjects were
sampled from the cohort using three methods.
A set of 12 subjects made up with the minimum,
median and maximum of the cohort age, BMI,
mean elastic modulus and intact acetabulum
diameter. A set of 24 subjects was based on the
patient-related factors but stratified by male and
female to ensure equal representation of both
genders. Further, a set of subjects were taken
based on the Convex Hull of coordinates
represented by the patient-related factor values
of the subjects. The distribution in micromotion
results from the cohort were compared to the
micromotion results from the subsets.

The aim of this study was twofold: 1) explore
variability in cup micromotion in a cohort and
determine a subset of subjects that could
capture the variability and 2) determine
influential surgical parameters on micromotion.

Surgical Variability
A Kriging surrogate modelling approach was
used with Latin Hypercube Design training
simulations on two female implanted hemipelvis
models (65 years, 79 kg and 78 years, 62 kg) to
explore the influence of surgical variability. The
surgical parameters investigated as part of the
study were interference fit, acetabular cavity
eccentricity, cavity axis orientation, cup

METHODS
FE Models of Implanted Hemipelvis
CT scans of 103 subjects in a cohort, 50 males
and 53 females, (age 74 years ± 10, BW 72.6
kg ± 15.7) were used to generate subject33

provide a gross indication of the level of patient
variability in micromotion.

position, acetabular cavity depth, and cup
insertion depth (Fig. 1). Regression analysis
was performed on a 1000-trial dataset
evaluated with the surrogate model to
determine the influential surgical parameters on
micromotion.

Kriging surrogate models reached a target
RMSE of ≤ 25 µm for the 95th percentile CPM
with training sets sizes of 29 and 37
simulations. The 95th percentile CPM had a
median value of 282 µm and a range of 133 464 µm in Hemipelvis 1 compared to 130 µm
and 68 - 399 µm in Hemipelvis 2. Linear
regression conducted on the 1000-trial dataset
indicated interference fit was linearly correlated
with micromotion in both subjects (R2=0.78,
R2=0.55) but the remaining surgical parameters
did not have strong relationships (Fig. 3).

Fig 1: Alterations to the acetabular geometry
investigated in the study
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the cohort of 103 subjects, the 95th Percentile
CPM had a median of 136 µm and the
interquartile range was 74 – 230 µm. The
subset of 12 subjects based on the patientrelated factors had a median of 158 μm and an
interquartile range of 78 – 236 μm. Meanwhile,
the subset of 24 subjects based on anatomic
sampling that was stratified by gender had a
median of 136 µm and interquartile range of 73
– 228 μm. Convex Hull sampling produced a
subset of 41 subjects with a median of 99 µm
and an interquartile range of 70 – 191 µm (Fig.
2).

Fig. 3: Interference fit and the 95th Percentile
CPM in subject 1
Interference fit was the most dominant surgical
parameter, consistent with previous studies on
the press-fit cup [5]. Focusing on this parameter
in pre-clinical testing can reduce the
computational cost of examining surgical
variability.
CONCLUSIONS
The elements of this study are the foundations
for the development of a reliable computational
tool to account for the patient and surgical
variability in the early stages of the design
process. Using a combination of the subset of
12 subjects based on anatomical sampling with
interference fit may provide a time-efficient
evaluation of cup designs. Incorporating such a
tool into pre-clinical testing can support the
development of new cup designs with greater
assurances of safety for patients.

Fig. 2: Distribution of the 95th percentile CPM in
the cohort compared with subsets
The subset of 12 subjects based on anatomic
sampling could reasonably approximate the
variation in micromotion in the cohort.
Stratifying
by
gender
improved
the
approximation but used twice as many subjects.
The Convex Hull produced a subset that
approximated the variation in micromotion and
could capture the full range of variation with the
inclusion of the minimum and maximum values.
However, the subset consisted of 41 subjects
that would require a significantly higher time
cost. Therefore, the subset of 12 subjects can
be chosen as representative of the cohort and
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limiting the ability to obtain exact derivatives of
the dynamic equations. In this preliminary
study, the first aim was to modify the source
code of OpenSim’s multibody dynamics library
Simbody [4] to enable the use of AD of the
multibody dynamic equations.

INTRODUCTION
Combining musculoskeletal modeling and
predictive simulations of motion is a promising
approach to evaluate post-treatment outcomes,
explore motor control strategies, or design
personalized assistive devices. Predictive
simulations can be numerically formulated as
optimal control problems. Yet, with complex
musculoskeletal models, these problems
become computationally expensive and hard to
solve due to the stiffness and nonlinearity of the
differential
equations.
Solving
complex
musculoskeletal optimal control problems
therefore requires robust and computationally
efficient numerical methods.

Two main approaches exist for obtaining
automatic derivatives from existing source
code. First, the source transformation approach
generates intermediate source code for
computing derivatives. Second, the operator
overloading approach introduces a new floating
point type that stores information about partial
derivatives as calculations proceed. The main
advantages of this second approach are that
the original code base is unchanged, which is
desirable when working with a large code base,
and that it does not require the user to manage
new source code. For these reasons, we
selected an operator overloading approach.

Direct collocation and implicit formulations of
the musculoskeletal dynamics have become
increasingly popular for solving musculoskeletal
optimal control problems [1]. Using direct
collocation, problems are approximated as
highly sparse nonlinear programming (NLP)
problems that can be solved efficiently using
gradient-based NLP solvers. These solvers
require computation of the Jacobian and
Hessian, containing first order derivatives of the
constraints and second order derivatives of the
objective and constraints, respectively. Two
alternative methods to compute derivative
information are finite differences (FD) and
automatic differentiation (AD). AD has the
advantages that it provides exact derivatives
(i.e., free of truncation errors) and permits the
evaluation of a Jacobian-transposed vector
product through its reverse mode. Depending
on the problem dimensions and the sparsity
pattern, the use of the reverse mode may
drastically decrease the number of function
evaluations required when constructing the
Jacobian and Hessian and therefore highly
reduce the computation (CPU) time [2].
Furthermore, the enhanced accuracy is
expected to improve convergence. However,
OpenSim [3], a widely used software for
musculoskeletal modeling and simulations,
currently does not leverage AD tools, thus

Once the computer program is differentiable,
the Jacobian and Hessian required by NLP
solvers can be constructed while benefiting
from AD. These matrices are typically sparse;
this sparsity permits high computational
efficiency when handled with AD-related
algorithms, such as forward and reverse
modes, which can exploit it. Different opensource frameworks have been developed to
implement these algorithms and efficiently
construct the required matrices. In particular,
CasADi [2] was developed as a highly efficient,
open-source, and user-friendly tool that can
serve as an interface to NLP solvers designed
to handle large and sparse NLPs, such as
IPOPT. The second aim of this project was
therefore to couple Simbody with optimal
control formulations and solvers in CasADi.
METHODS
We used the C++ operator overloading package
ADOL-C [5] to differentiate the Simbody code.
The key feature of this transformation consisted
in replacing all active variables with the ADOL35

were modeled with Simbody, the derivatives
were calculated via FD, and the Jacobian and
Hessian were constructed manually. The third
approach was designed to assess the
framework
computational
efficiency:
the
pendulum’s equations of motion were derived
manually and CasADi was used to calculate the
derivatives via AD and generate the Jacobian
and Hessian.

C augmented data type adouble whose real
part is of standard type double.
To make the differentiable Simbody code
available in the CasADi environment, we
developed a C++ interface that exposes first
and second order derivatives obtained with
ADOL-C in a format recognized by CasADi.
This code was then compiled as a dynamically
linked library (dll) and imported as ‘external
function’
for
use
within
the
CasADi
environment. This approach enabled us to
model and solve optimal control problems in a
high-level way while CasADi composes the
required sparse Jacobian and Hessian by
efficiently querying ADOL-C sensitivity sweeps.

Table 1: Approaches designed to solve problem.
Approach

Model

Derivatives

Jacobian/
Hessian

1
2
3

Simbody
Simbody
Manual

AD
FD
AD

CasADi
Manual
CasADi

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All three approaches converged to the same
optimal solution with a similar constraint
violation and the same number of iterations
(Table 2). Yet, the CPU time largely decreased
when using AD through CasADi to generate the
Jacobian and Hessian as compared to using FD
and manually construct the matrices. This
difference is expected to be due to the use of
both forward and reverse modes with AD to
efficiently compose the matrices while
exploiting sparsity. Note that a better memory
management should further reduce the CPU
time difference between the first and third
approaches

To evaluate the established framework, we
formulated an optimal control problem
describing a perturbed human standing. We
represented the human body with an inverted
double pendulum and applied a support surface
perturbation that was modeled as external
forces applied horizontally at the centers of
mass of both segments. We used an implicit
formulation of the pendulum dynamics to
formulate the optimal control problem which
consisted in finding the states 𝒙𝒙 = [𝒒𝒒, 𝒒𝒒̇ ] and
controls 𝒖𝒖 = [𝒖𝒖𝑻𝑻 , 𝒖𝒖𝒂𝒂 ] that minimize the objective
function:
𝐽𝐽 = ∫ 𝒖𝒖2 ,
(1)
subject to the path constraints:
𝒖𝒖𝑇𝑇 = 𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙, 𝒖𝒖𝒂𝒂 ),
(2)
and the dynamic constraints:
𝑑𝑑𝒒𝒒
= 𝒒𝒒̇ ,
(3)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Table 2: Comparison results from different approaches.

𝑑𝑑𝒒𝒒̇

Approach

Optimal
solution

Constraint
violation

Number
iterations

CPU
time

1
2
3

8.155e3
8.155e3
8.155e3

9.95e-14
2.56e-13
1.14e-13

6
6
6

1.1s
39.3s
0.1s

= 𝒖𝒖𝒂𝒂 ,
(4)
where 𝒒𝒒 and 𝒒𝒒̇ are the generalized positions
and speeds, respectively, and 𝒖𝒖𝑻𝑻 are torques
applied at the two degrees of freedom. We
introduced 𝒖𝒖𝒂𝒂 as new controls that simplify the
dynamic equations (4) since the pendulum
dynamics are then imposed implicitly in the
algebraic path constraints (2). The pendulum
was constrained to have a vertical position with
zero speeds at initial and final states. The
problem was solved via direct collocation,
parameterizing the states with Lagrange
polynomials with 20 mesh intervals and four
Radau collocation points per interval, and using
IPOPT to solve the NLP.

This preliminary study brings three important
contributions. First, it proves that Simbody can
be
modified
to
provide
automatically
differentiable multibody dynamic equations.
Second, it shows that CasADi can be used as
an efficient interface between Simbody and
NLP solvers. Finally, it demonstrates the
enhanced computational efficiency of AD as
compared to FD. In future work, we will further
improve the coupling between Simbody and
CasADi and extend this study to muscle
dynamics and contact models by modifying the
OpenSim source code to enable the use of AD.

We compared three approaches to solving the
problem (Table 1). The first approach used the
established framework: the pendulum dynamics
were modeled with Simbody, the derivatives
were calculated via AD with ADOL-C, and the
Jacobian and Hessian were generated by
CasADi. The second approach was designed to
compare AD with FD: the pendulum dynamics
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INTRODUCTION
Planar simulation models are often used to
investigate optimal performance of maximal effort
activities and typically simplify the human link
system by assuming coincident joint centres at
the hip and shoulder in the sagittal plane. This
assumption reduces the number of segments in
the link segment model but fails to incorporate the
effect of any out of plane rotations of the pelvis
and torso which cause the projections of the hip
and shoulder joint centres to become noncoincident in the sagittal plane.

massless segments with variable length and
orientation. The length of the trunk + head
segment was also allowed to vary with the centre
of mass position moving accordingly to
incorporate the effect of side flexion.
Each foot had three points of contact with the
ground at the heel, ball (metatarsophalangeal
joint), and toe. A ball was included at the end of
the bowling arm hand as a point mass.

In previous planar models the use of coincident
hip and shoulder joint centres has been found to
be acceptable for models of take-off where the
key outcome parameters are centre of mass
velocity and/or angular momentum [1,2,3]. In
such running and jumping movements the out of
plane movements of the hip and shoulder are
limited whereas movements such as javelin
throwing, cricket bowling and overhead racket
shots adopt a “side-on” position where the hips
and shoulders lie closer to the sagittal plane. It
may be expected that these movements are more
affected by the assumption of coincident joint
centres.

Figure 1 - Computer simulation model of the front
foot contact phase of fast bowling

The aim of this study was to investigate the
assumption of using coincident hip and shoulder
joint centres on model accuracy when simulating
a movement with out of plane rotations of the
pelvis and torso.

The simulation model was customised to an elite
fast bowler by determining subject-specific
segmental inertia parameters [4].
Three model variants were evaluated to
investigate the effect of coincident hip and
shoulder joint centres:
a) planar representation assuming coincident
joint centres (PM)
b) planar representation with non-coincident
hip joint centres (HM)
c) planar representation with non-coincident
hip and shoulder joint centres (TM)

METHODS
A sixteen segment angle driven computer
simulation model of the front foot contact phase of
fast bowling constructed within AUTOLEVTM was
used (Figure 1). Fourteen rigid segments
represented the: head + trunk, two upper arms,
two thighs, two shanks, two two-segment feet,
forearm + hand (non-bowling arm), forearm
(bowling arm) and hand (bowling arm) with
wobbling masses within the shanks, thighs and
trunk.

Each model variant was evaluated by varying the
a common set of viscoelastic parameters
representing the attachments of the wobbling
masses and foot-ground interface using a genetic
algorithm to minimise a four component root
mean square (RMS) difference objective function

To allow the hip and shoulder joint centres to be
non-coincident they were connected using two
37

represent the human link system during the fast
bowling action and improving the accuracy of
the end-point velocity.

between simulation and performance. The four
score components were: ground reaction force
(GRF), centre of mass (COM) velocity, orientation
angle and ball release velocity. Penalties were
employed to limit horizontal slide and vertical
compression of the front foot during impact as
well as the movement of the wobbling masses.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simple planar representation (PM) which
assumed the hip and shoulder joint centres were
coincident was unable to closely match the
recorded
performances
with
substantial
differences in the GRF and ball release velocity
(Table 1; Figure 2). Allowing the hip joint centres
to be non-coincident to incorporate the out of
plane rotations of the pelvis within the model
improved the difference in the GRF substantially
and the difference in ball release velocity slightly
(Table 1; Figure 2). When both the hip and
shoulder joint centres were allowed to be noncoincident and the trunk + head segment length
was allowed to vary, the model closely matched
the recorded performances with the differences in
the GRF and ball release velocity decreased
substantially compared to the simple planar
model (Table 1; Figure 2).
Table 1. Score components and overall RMS
differences between the three model variants
model variant
PM
HM
TM
Force (%)
18
12
11
COM velocity (%)
0.2
0.1
0.1
Orientation angle (°)
0.9
1.2
0.9
Ball velocity (%)
3.8
3.2
1.7
RMS difference (%)
8.9
6.4
5.7

Figure 2 - Comparison of simulation (solid line)
and recorded (dashed line) GRFs for each model
variant: (a) PM; (b) HM; (c) TM.
CONCLUSIONS
This study has shown the effect coincident hip
and shoulder joint centres can have on the
accuracy of GRF and end point velocity in a
planar simulation model of a movement where out
of plane pelvis and torso rotations occur. In the
future non-coincident hip and shoulder joint
centres could be used to incorporate out of plane
pelvis and torso rotations in planar models
investigating optimal performance rather than
implementing a more complex 3D model.

The models with non-coincident joint centres
improved the accuracy of the GRF (Figure 3)
compared to the simple planar model due to the
COM position being more accurate. In the
simple planar model the origin of the upper and
lower extremities are attached to an average
position on the torso due to the assumption that
the hip and shoulder joint centres are coincident.
This effects the estimation of the COM since the
upper and lower extremities are closer to the
torso, which results in a shortening in the moment
arm between the COM and centre of pressure of
the GRF. In order for the model to produce the
same impulse and match the COM velocity and
trunk orientation, the GRF has to be different and
thus cannot match the recorded GRF.
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The increase in the accuracy of the ball release
velocity is due to the massless segments
providing extra degrees of freedom. This results
in the simulation model being better able to
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INTRODUCTION
The subject-specificity of musculoskeletal (MS)
models has increased in recent years by
incorporating bone geometry, muscle strength
and attachment sites for ligaments and tendons.
These improvements have advanced the
applicability of MS models, allowing more
accurate modeling.
Joint laxity is highly subject-specific and may
have a large impact on modeling results [1].
However, current MS models rely on generic
joint laxity information typically obtained from
cadaver studies due to the inability to
accurately measure 3D joint laxity in vivo [2].
Subject-specific joint laxity may in particular be
relevant in modeling related to pre-operative
planning
and
predictive
modeling
of
pathological conditions.
We suggest a new method to obtain accurate
subject-specific joint laxity in 3D that can be
applied to optimise subject-specificity of MS
models.
METHODS
A six degree-of-freedom (DOF) arthrometer was
developed by combining a parallel manipulator
(H-820.2D, Physik Instrumente, Germany) and
a multi-axis force/moment sensor (Omega85 SI1900-80, ATI Industrial Automation, USA).

Fig 1: Flowchart representing the processes in the
proposed method from acquiring image data to
processed 3D knee joint laxity measurement.

As proof-of-concept, one cadaveric knee
(female, age 73) was CT scanned (SOMATOM
Definition Flash, Siemens) and subsequently
mounted at 30 degrees of flexion in the device
and placed inside a biplanar x-ray scanner
(EOS, EOS imaging, France). Biplanar x-rays
were obtained for eleven static load cases:
anteroposterior loading (67 N, 134 N, -67 N and
-134 N), mediolateral loading (12 N, 24 N, -12 N
and -24 N) and internal-external moment (3 Nm,
6 Nm and -3 Nm).

The design of the arthrometer enables multidirectional forces and moments to be applied to
the joint while the proximal segment is fixated
and the distal segment is attached to a
moveable platform. Thereby, loads can be
applied to the joint to mimic clinical test
conditions or targeting specific ligaments
meanwhile forces and moments in any direction
are controlled, allowing unconstrained motion.
The arthrometer is constructed to be used in
conjunction with a low-dose biplanar x-ray
system and 3D image data of the involved
segments. This setup allows 3D tracking of joint
kinematics under applied loads (Fig. 1).

Subsequently, the 3D bone geometries of femur
and tibia were segmented from the CT image
using Mimics (Materialise, Belgium).
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Tab. 1: Translations and rotations of the knee joint in all six degrees of freedom in eleven different load cases relative
to an unloaded condition. The primary motion for each load case are highlighted in bold.

using bone-pin markers displayed a RMSE of
0.7 mm and 0.7 degrees.

Bone position and orientation for each load
case were reconstruction by registering the 3D
bone geometries onto the biplanar x-ray images
using an iterative closest point (ICP) match
between contours of the biplanar x-ray images
and projected contours of the bones onto the
image planes using Matlab (Mathworks, USA).

The preliminary results from this study displays
that the method is capable of measuring knee
joint laxity in 3D non-invasively. However, the
method is still under development and several
aspects can still be improved e.g. stability,
efficiency and cost. Furthermore, the method
needs to be thoroughly validated and tested in
vivo.

The relative translations and rotations between
the reconstructed tibia and femur were
computed in AnyBody Modeling System
(AnyBody technology, Denmark) following ISB
recommendations.

Potentially, this method will allow estimation of
ligament properties such as stiffness and slack
length based on subject-specific information.
This could be accomplished by solving an
inverse identification problem based on the
information provided by this method and a
multi-body of the knee geometry.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Translation and rotation in all six DOF of the
eleven load cases relative to an unloaded
reference condition are presented in Table 1.
Anteroposterior loading of 67 N, 134 N, -67 N
and -134 N resulted in an anteroposterior
translation of 3.8 mm, 5.2 mm, -5.2 mm and 6.0 mm respectively. Mediolateral loading of 12
N, 24 N, -12 N and -24 N resulted in a
mediolateral translation of 3.9 mm, 4.7 mm, -2.7
mm and -4.7 mm respectively. Internal-external
moment of 3 Nm, 6 Nm and -3 Nm resulted in
an internal-external rotation of 11.4°, 13.0° and
-23.0°, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new method for obtaining
3D joint laxity non-invasively. The results
presented indicates that the method is capable
of obtaining subject-specific 3D joint laxity that
could be useful in MS modeling. However,
further
validation and optimisation are
warranted before the method becomes
applicable and the specific measurement tool
for in vivo measurements remain to be
developed based on the ideas of the in vitro
setup.

From the results, it can be seen that the method
captured
the
coupled
motion
between
anteroposterior translation and internal-external
rotation. During mediolateral translational
loading intern-external rotation was positioned
at around -7±1 degrees compared to the
unloaded condition. This suggest that there
exists a passive band of internal-external
rotation where multiple resting positions are
possible.
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INTRODUCTION
Maximum height vertical squat jumping is the
task most often studied using musculoskeletal
models that have muscle stimulation (STIM) as
only independent input. One of the reasons is
that this task presents a relatively unambiguous
performance criterion that can be used to
optimize the STIM(t) input: the height reached
by the center of mass of the body. It has been
argued [2] that the optimal controls for
maximum height jumping must be ‘bang-bang’,
i.e. they should only take values of zero or one.
This has inspired us in previous studies (e.g. [1,
4]) to simplify the problem of finding optimal
control solutions for squat jumping to finding the
optimal muscle stimulation onset times, where
the onset time is the time at which STIM of a
muscle switches from an initial value, required
to maintain the equilibrium starting posture, to
the maximal value. Solutions for such simplified
problems can be readily found using traditional
‘shooting’ optimization algorithms. Currently,
new optimization techniques based on Optimal
Control theory are available to determine how
STIM of the muscles should optimally vary over
time to maximize jumping performance. The
question addressed in the present study was
whether our traditional approach, to find an
optimal set of stimulation onset times, is
supported by the solutions obtained with these
new optimization techniques.
METHODS
We used the planar musculoskeletal model
described elsewhere [4], comprising four rigid
segments actuated by six muscle-tendon
complexes of the lower extremity (Fig. 1). Each
complex was represented by a Hill-type model
with excitation and contraction dynamics. The
only input of the model was STIM to each of the
muscles as a function of time. We first used a
parallel genetic algorithm to find the
combination of muscle stimulation onset times
that maximized the height reached by the
center of mass [1, 5]; we will henceforth refer to
this approach as ‘shooting’. Second, we found
the optimal STIM(t) using two commercially

Fig. 1. Musculoskeletal model used for simulation
of vertical squat jumps. HAM: hamstrings; GLU:
m. gluteus maximus; REC: m. rectus femoris; VAS:
monoarticular mm. vasti; GAS: m. gastrocnemius;
SOL: m. soleus.

available
software
packages
that
use
collocation methods to construct a Nonlinear
Programming problem: one was the Tomlab
Optimization Environment (Tomlab Optimization
Inc.), the other was GPOPS-II [3].
For all optimizations, we used the following
performance criterion:
z 2 (t )
J zCoM (tf ) + CoM f ,
=
2g
where zCoM and zCoM are height and vertical
velocity of the center of mass, respectively,
g is the acceleration due to gravity, and tf is
the final (takeoff) time, which was free in the
optimizations. Optimizations were started from
various random initial guesses.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The solutions found by shooting and Optimal
Control differed by less than 1 mm in jump
height and were virtually identical in kinematic
terms (Fig. 2). Optimal STIM(t) histories indeed
converged to a pattern where STIM of each
muscle changed from the initial value, required
to maintain the equilibrium starting posture, to
the maximal value (Fig. 3). This supports the
claim that the optimal control signals in vertical
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Fig. 2. Time histories of segment angles with the
right horizontal for head-arms-trunk (HAT), thigh,
shank and foot segments of the simulation model.
Time is expressed relative to takeoff (t=0). Results
pertain to solutions found with a traditional shooting
approach and with an Optimal Control (OC)
approach using two different software packages.

jumping must be ‘bang-bang’ [2] and our choice
in previous studies (e.g. [1, 4]) to simplify the
problem to finding the optimal muscle
stimulation onset times that maximize jump
height.

Fig. 3. Time histories of muscle stimulation (STIM) of
the simulation model. Time is expressed relative to
takeoff (t=0). Results pertain to solutions found with a
traditional shooting approach and with an Optimal
Control (OC) approach using two different software
packages.

CONCLUSIONS
Finding the set of muscle stimulation onset
times that maximizes jump height of a
musculoskeletal simulation model yields the
true optimal control solution for vertical squat
jumping. It remains to be shown whether this
also holds for more challenging tasks like
maximum height countermovement jumping.
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INTRODUCTION
Rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
leads to an increased risk of early onset
osteoarthritis (OA), especially in cases of a
concomitant meniscal injury [1]. It has been
hypothesized that altered knee mechanics
resulting from such injuries contribute to the
initiation of OA [2]. However, it is challenging to
assess how soft tissue injuries will affect knee
mechanics during functional movement. In vivo
cartilage loading results from the interaction of
movement
dynamics,
neuromuscular
coordination, passive ligamentous structures,
and cartilage properties and morphology, all of
which are known to change following soft tissue
injury [3]. We have developed an integrated
multibody
knee
model
and
movement
simulation framework to investigate the
influence of these factors on cartilage loading.
In this study, we performed virtual resections of
the ACL and menisci to study their influence on
cartilage loading and functional knee mechanics
during walking.

were connected by six degree of freedom
(DOF) joints and constrained by ligaments and
articular contact. Fourteen ligaments and the
meniscal horns were represented as bundles of
nonlinear springs. An elastic foundation model
was used to compute contact pressure for
cartilage-cartilage
and
meniscal-cartilage
interactions.
Full body kinematics and ground reaction forces
were measured in a motion analysis lab during
overground walking (1.2 m/s). A novel
simulation routine, Concurrent Optimization of
Muscle Activations and Kinematics (COMAK),
was used to predict muscle forces, ligament
loads, and cartilage and meniscal contact
pressures
during
walking
[2].
COMAK
simultaneously optimizes muscle activations
and secondary knee kinematics (5 tibiofemoral
DOF, 6 patellofemoral DOF, and 12 menisci
DOF) to satisfy both whole-body and joint-level
movement dynamics, while minimizing a
weighted squared muscle activation objective
function. The simulation was repeated for four
cases: intact, ACL deficient (ACLd), menisci
deficient and combined ACLd and menisci
deficient.

METHODS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig 2: Predicted anterior tibial translation in the healthy
and ACL deficient knee during walking.

Fig 1: Multibody knee model with 6 DOF joints,
ligaments, and cartilage and meniscal contact.

Compared to the intact simulation, the ACLd
knee
demonstrated
increased
anterior
translation (Fig. 2) and internal rotation
throughout stance (max: 4.4 mm, 3o). In early
and mid-swing, these kinematics converged
towards the intact pattern, but diverged again in

A multibody knee model with independent
femur, tibia, patella, and medial and lateral
menisci bodies was constructed from magnetic
resonance images and integrated into a generic
musculoskeletal model [2] (Fig. 1). The bodies
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Using dual fluoroscopy and MRI, Li et al. found
a posterior shift of tibial contact on the medial
plateau in ACL deficient knees during lunging
[3]. Similar to our simulation predictions,
Andriacchi et al found alterations in anterior
translation and internal rotation during the
terminal portion of swing, which persisted
throughout stance [4].

terminal swing. A similar trend was predicted for
the menisci deficient knee. The combined ACLd
and
menisci
deficient
knee
induced
substantially
larger
anterior
translation
throughout stance, with instances of posterior
tibial subluxation in swing.
Both ACL deficiency and menisci deficiency
substantially altered cartilage loading on the
tibial plateau throughout the gait cycle (Fig 3).
At the instant of peak ACL force in the intact
simulation, the primary change in the ACLd
knee was a posterior shift in the medial (2.4
mm) and lateral (2 mm) center of pressure
(COP). In the menisci deficient case, there was
an increase in peak pressure (+1.3 MPa) and a
posterior shift in the medial COP (1.5 mm). The
combined ACLd and menisci deficient knee
experienced a dramatic increase in peak
contact pressure (+6.2 MPa) and posterior
shifts in the medial (9.7 mm) and lateral COP
(3.3 mm).

Fig 4: Loading in the passive knee structures at the
instant of peak ACL force during gait in the intact knee.
AP: Anterior force component. (*) Denotes the patellar
tendon applied a posterior force to the tibia.

The medial meniscus provided the primary
restraint to anterior tibial translation in the ACLd
case, along with secondary contributions from
the lateral meniscus, MCL, LCL and IT band
(Fig. 4). In the menisci deficient knee, the peak
loading in the ACL increased by 1.9x to provide
anterior restraint. In the combined ACL and
meniscus deficient knee, the loading in the MCL
increased by 6.6x at the instant of peak ACL
loading in the intact knee. In the ACLd and
menisci deficient cases, the anterior shift of the
tibia oriented the patellar tendon more vertically
in the sagittal plane, and thus reduced the
anterior restraint required of the passive knee
structures. In the combined ACLd and menisci
deficient case, the magnitude of the anterior
tibial translation resulted in a brief portion of
stance where the patellar tendon applied a
posterior force to the tibia.

CONCLUSIONS
Our simulation predictions suggest that injury to
the ACL and/or meniscus leads to altered
cartilage contact locations and pressure
magnitudes during walking. In the future, we
intend to use this simulation framework to
investigate muscle coordination and movement
strategies that can restore normative cartilage
loading patterns in knees with ACL deficiency
and/or meniscal damage.
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corroborate
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Fig 3: Tibial cartilage pressure patterns due to cartilage-cartilage contact at the instant of peak ACL loading in the
intact knee for intact, ACL deficient, menisci deficient and combined ACLd and menisci deficient cases.
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INTRODUCTION
Accurate knowledge of the contact forces acting
at the hip joint is necessary for the improvement
of hip implant design and for defining more
realistic pre-clinical testing. Although in-vivo
measurements have been previously obtained
from patients with instrumented prostheses [1],
they only represent a small sample of the
population, therefore not accurately depicting
the whole range of loads that the implants have
to withstand.

analyzed to identify possible critical geometries.
In particular, muscle fascicles with high relative
contribution to the net HCF and low contribution
to the joint moments were identified and their
geometry was refined to better reproduce the
original MRI scans.

Musculoskeletal models have the potential to
overcome this limitation and provide loading
values for a broader range of the population,
although a thorough validation is necessary to
prove the reliability of their predictions [2].
Fig 1: New wrapping surfaces (red cylinder) for
Iliacus muscle compared to original MRI scans (in
blue).

This study aims to quantitatively validate a new
musculoskeletal model for the prediction of hip
contact forces (HCF).

The model was then linearly scaled to match
the anthropometry of a patient with an
instrumented prosthesis, whose synchronized
marker trajectories, ground reaction forces
(GRF) and HCF data were released for a single
gait trial (http://orthoload.com/comprehensivedata-sample/ ).

METHODS
A motion capture based model was
implemented in the AnyBody Modeling System
and featured detailed muscular geometry based
on the cadaveric dataset TLEM 2.0 [3].
More realistic geometries were introduced for
major muscle groups surrounding the hip. In
particular, the lines of action of glutei, iliopsoas
and hamstrings were revised starting from the
original MRI scans of the TLEMsafe study [3].
For the ilio-psoas (Figure 1) and gluteus
maximus (Figure 2), wrapping surfaces were
introduced to guarantee sufficient level arms at
every degree of hip flexion or extension. For
gluteus medius and hamstrings, the lines of
action of the different fascicles were
redistributed to better match the origin and
insertion areas of the muscles from the original
scans.

Virtual markers and force plates were included
in the model to match the lower-body marker
protocol and laboratory set-up described in the
dataset. The hip joint centre position was
calculated based on the position of the pelvic
markers, similarly to Harrington et al. [4]. Virtual
markers’ positions and segment lengths were
optimized in a routine that minimized the
cumulative error between real and virtual
markers during the gait cycle. The optimization
routine was characterized by a weighing
function in which higher penalties were
assigned to the markers placed on palpable
bony landmarks.

The relative contribution of individual fascicles
to the different components of the HCF was
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0.057*BW, while the proximo-distal (RMSE 0-100%
= 0.277*BW) and medio-lateral (RMSE0-100% =
0.293*BW) components were over-predicted
mainly during the stance phase. The maximum
error during the stance phase was associated
with its first peak (loading phase), where the
resultant
force
was
over-predicted
by
0.688*BW, while the error associated with the
second peak (terminal phase) was 0.166*BW.
The time difference between predicted and
measured peak values was negligible (0.014s
and 0.005s respectively).

Fig 2: New wrapping surfaces (red cylinder) for
Gluteus Maximus during hip flexion.

CONCLUSIONS
This quantitative validation of a musculoskeletal
model provides an estimation of the error
associated with HCF prediction. The results for
a single complete gait trial showed overall a
good agreement between predicted and
measured HCF, although the over-prediction
during the loading phase needs to be further
investigated. The calculated RMSE during gait
is comparable to values previously reported in
literature for similar models [5].

Inverse dynamics analysis was based on a 3 rd
order polynomial muscle recruitment criterion
and was given the afore-mentioned Orthoload
marker and GRF data as inputs. The data was
first filtered through a second-order low-pass
filter with a cut-off frequency of 5Hz. The
contact forces, computed at the right hip over a
gait cycle, were then transformed to a common
reference frame [1] and quantitatively compared
to the measurements from the instrumented
implants.

The tools that were developed in this framework
allow for separate evaluation of different
potential sources of error. While certain muscle
geometries might need further refinement,
future efforts will also focus on investigating
different muscle coordination strategies and the
uncertainty in hip kinematics associated with
markers’ positions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results showed good agreement with the
overall trend and timing of the predicted HCF
(Figure 3). The Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), calculated for the total HCF and
evaluated over the whole gait cycle, was found
to be 0.340*BW, while the RMSE evaluated
separately for stance and swing phase was
0.402*BW and 0.176*BW respectively.

The release of additional data samples from
different patients would serve as a benchmark
to test the model with different kinematic and
anthropometric inputs. Alternatively, the model
can be further validated with qualitative
comparisons based on different motion capture
datasets.
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Fig 3: Predicted and measured HCF over a gait
cycle.
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The analysis of the individual force components
showed good agreement for the anteroposterior component with an RMSE0-100% of
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INTRODUCTION
In comparison to lumbar spine loading only very
little is known of the hip joint loading during
occupational tasks in the workplace. The hip
joints can obviously either be loaded on one
side only or can share the load, as is the case
for example during symmetric lifting. The range
of hip joint flexion/extension during a lifting task
or the climbing of ladders may be as high as
90° or more. The hip joint loading cannot
therefore be derived by straightforward
calculation from the lumbar spine loading.

Normal walking (no load, v = 1.2 m/s) was
selected as the reference task under the
assumption that it entails no particular risks for
the hip joints and can be performed consistently
by any healthy person.
A combined arrangement of 3D motion
capturing (VICON, 12 cameras) and two force
plates fitted at floor level (KISTLER) was set up
to record manual load handling and normal
walking. An instrumented staircase with a force
plate fitted under the second step was used for
the stair climbing experiments. The ladder was
equipped with an instrumented step to detect
the ground reaction forces (Fig. 1).

The goal of the present study was analysis of
the hip joint loading during demanding
occupational tasks such as manual handling of
loads, climbing stairs with additional load, and
climbing of ladders.
METHODS
Eleven professional male workers [mean age:
(42±12) years, mean height: (1.81±0.07) m,
mean weight: [(91.7±19) kg] from the relevant
sectors and used to physically demanding work
were recruited. All subjects were healthy and
did not suffer from any diseases or pain of the
hips. The test persons were provided with
detailed information regarding the study and
gave their informed written consent.
The protocol entailed different types of
demanding tasks:
• Manual load handling (symmetric lifting,
load carrying, and moving loads [weights
of 25, 40 and 50 kg])
• Stair climbing with and without carrying
of a load (25 kg)
• Ladder climbing (angle of 70° and 90°)
The interchangeable test load was equipped
with two handle bars (height 337 mm from the
bottom). The subjects were required to perform
each task three times at each loading condition.

Fig 1: Graphical animation of the AnyBody model
during climbing of the instrumented ladder.
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The FEA revealed specific patterns of pressure
distribution for the different tasks. In the manual
handling tasks, the location of peak pressure
moved dorsally and distally at the acetabulum
(Fig. 2). The peak pressure reached 15 to
24 MPa for the different manual handling tasks
and 15 MPa for walking. The contact area was
remarkably smaller during the lifting tasks
(598 mm²) than during carrying (1019 mm²) and
moving (941 mm²) of loads.

Based on the motion analysis data, the hip joint
contact forces (HJCFs) were calculated by the
AnyBody Modeling System (Vers. 6.0.1). A
whole-body model containing 18 segments and
over 600 muscle force elements was used to
produce an AnyBody model containing at least
the complete pelvis region with both hip joints
[1].
For the most demanding tasks, finite element
analyses (FEAs) of the peak load situation of
the hip joint model were conducted in order to
derive the contact pressure distribution of the
hip joint cartilage (ANSYS Workbench 16.0).
The anatomical data were derived from CT
scans [2]. The cartilage was simulated with the
hyperelastic Neo-Hook model.

CONCLUSIONS
Higher hip joint loadings were observed in
unilateral load situations such as carrying and
moving of loads than during level walking. The
patterns of pressure distribution at the
acetabulum differed completely from those
during walking. In total, the increase in hip joint
loading remained below 200% of that for
reference walking. In conclusion, it is strongly
recommended that load handling devices be
used when heavy loads are to be handled.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The highest maximum HJCFs were achieved for
the moving (637±148 %BW [50 kg]) and
carrying (562±103 %BW [50 kg]) of loads.
Climbing stairs while carrying a load (25 kg)
caused peak HJCFs of 494±69 %BW. For
climbing of ladders, lower HJCFs of
425±42 %BW (90° angle) were reached which
were moderately higher than for level walking
(368±78 %BW).
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a)

Contact force:
2895 N
Contact area:
622 mm²
(MPa)

b)

Contact force:
5188 N
Contact area:
598 mm²
(MPa)

Fig 2: Lateral view of pressure distribution at right
acetabulum at instant of maximum HJCF of one
representative subject during (a) walking, (b)
lifting (50 kg).
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the jumping model of Bobbert & vanSoest [1],
was developed using simulation software
(Simulink/Simscape
Multibody,
MATLAB).
Muscle actuators were replaced with uniaxial
joint
torque
actuators.
Body
segment
parameters were scaled to the subject (female:
1.575m, 64.5kg) [3]. Link lengths were
determined from segment endpoints digitized
from video records. The vertical interaction of
the foot and the landing surface was modeled
as a nonlinear spring-damper in parallel, with
the same mathematical form as Gruber [4].
Horizontal interaction between the foot and the
landing surface was modeled using Coulomb
friction with a unit coefficient of friction. The
ground reaction forces acting on the foot are
applied at two points of contact (toe, heel) with
an added moment at the toe during the impact
phase to incorporate the effects of a translating

INTRODUCTION
Human movement is a closed-loop operation
that includes the nervous system (control logic)
and physical system (human body). Therefore,
understanding the complex dynamics involved
in human movement requires modeling the
underlying control logic governing the motion, in
addition to the physical system. Within this
logic, a tendency to coordinate motion of joints
across different tasks according to a subject
specific solution manifold has been identified
[5].
Robotics research led to the development of
new control approaches for systems with
redundant degrees of freedom. The proposed
techniques allow the end-effector to be
controlled with a primary task-space objective,
while using the additional degrees of freedom to
satisfy supplementary kinematic constraints [2].
These concepts correlate directly with the tiered
control objectives of the human body. The landand-stop task initiated from a platform provides
a simple example of a primary stabilization and
energy reduction objective, subject to kinematic
joint limit constraints. Note, these constraints
could be further expanded to include empirical
joint coordination preferences.
The purpose of this study is to propose the use
of energy shaping control with kinematic
constraints as means of defining a dynamic
model of sufficient complexity to reflect the
kinematic outcomes of joint coordination during
the impact and post-impact phases of a footfirst landing, when coupled with the primary
stabilization
objective.
The
kinematic
constraints applied to this control algorithm in
the form of unified weighted least-norm (UWLN)
method show how post-impact phase control
can
reflect
different
joint-coordination
strategies.

Fig 1: Diagram of model components, showing
the effective control method used during the postimpact phase of simulation. Note, the effective
spring-dampers from using energy shaping
control highlighted in yellow.

center of pressure (Figure 1).
METHODS
A 2D model of the human body with 4-rigid links
(Torso + Head + Arms, Thigh, Shank, and Foot)
connected by ideal hinge joints, comparable to

Torque actuators at each hinge use energy
shaping, closed-loop feedback control to
provide phase specific ankle, knee, and hip
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The joint angle evolutions for two different
constraint conditions show the influence of joint
coupling on total body kinematics (Figure 2).
The solid lines show a case of joint angle
evolution where no joint coordination is applied.
Note, the dotted curves show clear coordination
of hip and knee joints, as the two time series
eventually meet and evolve together. Thus, by
using UWLN joint motion constraints, there
exists a mechanism by which one could feasibly

torque-time curves as inputs during simulation.
Energy shaping during the post impact phase
guides the total body center of mass (COM) to a
desired location relative to the contacting foot
segment, while simultaneously dissipating
kinetic energy. For this study, the desired COM
equilibrium point was, without loss of generality,
arbitrarily defined to be (0.75*Foot_Length,
0.4*Total_Height), as measured relative to the
heel reference frame.
The system end-effector (controlled point-ofinterest) was defined as the total body center of
mass, and its location relative to the base
segment (foot) was derived using inverse
kinematics. The control objective was then
formulated as a potential energy field with a
minimum located at the desired COM position in
the Cartesian task-space. Similarly, the velocity
of the COM was controlled by Cartesian
damping elements to ensure the system would
come to rest. These force-fields were converted
into joint-space torques via the Jacobian of the
inverse kinematics matrix.
In order to ensure that the joints remain within a
feasible range of human motion, a constraint
matrix was formulated according to the UWLN
method [2]. This method formulates the joint
constraints in terms of weighted time-variant
dampers at each joint. As these weights may be
a function of multiple constraints, there is no
limit to the number of kinematic constraints, and
they may also be redundant. The range limit of
each joint was estimated and implemented as a
cubic weighting function which increases from
zero as the joint angle nears its limit. Note
these joint limits are only of concern near the
end range, so a dead-zone was designed the
middle where these joint limits had no effect on
the control. Finally, subject specific joint
coordination was formulated as a quadratic cost
function which increases in weight as the
coordinated joint angles deviate from one
another.

Fig 2: The joint angle evolutions for two sets of joint
coordination constraints exemplify the effects of joint
coupling on the least-norm solution space, effectively
illustrating the capacity to include subject specific
joint coordination preferences via UWLN constraint
definitions.

reproduce the same types of self-selected joint
coordination measured in-vivo [5].
CONCLUSIONS
This study has illustrated a means for
incorporating observed joint coordination. In the
future, one hopes to use measured joint
coupling ratios to examine the required joint
torque as a function of coordination technique.
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Experimental data, acquired during land-andstop tasks, were used to define the initial
conditions. Simulations comparing two different
joint coordination techniques were run to show
how the evolution of the joint angles can be
influenced by this mechanism throughout the
phase. The first simulation did not constrain the
joints by anything other than the joint limits. The
second simulation added a coupling constraint
between the hip and knee joints in a 1:1 ratio,
producing a new solution manifold.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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a
direct
collocation
approach
[3].
A
multiobjective optimization approach was used
to evaluate the trade-offs between reproducing
experimental gait trajectories and minimizing
muscular effort. The objective function, J, was
of the form

INTRODUCTION
There is considerable evidence that humans
and other animals self-select characteristics of
their locomotor patterns, such as speed, step
frequency and step width, in such a way as to
minimize the metabolic cost of locomotion [e.g.,
5]. It has often been proposed that minimizing
metabolic cost is, in fact, a performance
criterion underlying the control of locomotion
[e.g., 1]. However, much of the evidence for
energy minimization is indirect and it is unclear
if self-selected movement patterns minimize
metabolic cost in an absolute sense, or simply
reflect the lowest cost of the motor patterns
subject voluntarily exhibit. Moreover, there is
some evidence to the contrary, wherein selfselected movement patterns are found to not be
the most economical [e.g., 2].

J = F1 + w⋅F2
where F1 was the deviation from experimental
joint angles and ground reaction forces (GRF),
F2 was the integral of the cubed activations
summed across muscles, and w was a factor
that weighted F2 relative to F1. The resulting
optimization problems were solved using IPOPT
via the MEX interface within MATLAB. A Pareto
frontier was generated by solving the optimal
control problem for a range of different values
of the weight w. The metabolic cost of walking
was predicted using a muscle energetics model
[6]. Of the 11 simulations that were generated,
three are presented in greater detail (denoted
Sim 1, Sim 2 and Sim 3).

Identifying whether subjects have absolutely
minimized their cost of movement is challenging
experimentally. Musculoskeletal modeling and
optimal control techniques represent an
alternative approach for addressing such
questions. For example, it was recently
reported that the predicted cost for a simulated
gait that closely tracked experimental data was
more than 25% greater than for a minimumactivation solution [7]. In the present work, we
go beyond an evaluation of these two extreme
cases using a multiobjective optimization
approach. Multiobjective techniques, such as
Pareto analysis, may provide deeper insight as
to the trade-offs between potentially competing
performance criteria in human movement [7].
Thus, the purpose of this study was to evaluate
the trade-offs associated with matching
experimental gait data and minimizing muscular
effort, and the corresponding effects on the
metabolic cost of walking, using a modeling and
simulation approach.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The trade-offs between matching experimental
gait data and minimizing muscular effort can be
seen in the Pareto frontier in Fig 1. The
simulation marked as Sim 1 matched the
experimental gait data closely, falling within 1
SD of the experimental means (Fig 1 and 2).
Relative to Sim 1, a considerable reduction in
muscle activation can be achieved with
relatively little further deviation from the
experimental trajectories. However, greater
reductions in muscle activation, beyond the
case marked as Sim 2, resulted in substantial
departures from the experimental data (Fig 1
and 2). The predicted net metabolic cost of
walking ranged from slightly above to slightly
below experimental values (Fig 1). The
predicted cost for Sim 3 (minimal tracking) was
25.6% less than for Sim 1 (tight tracking).

METHODS
Human walking was simulated using a twodimensional, 9 segment, 11 degree of freedom
musculoskeletal model with 18 muscles.
Simulations of a full stride of walking at 1.3 m/s
were generated via the OpenSim API [4] using

As more emphasis was placed on reducing
muscular effort there were four primary changes
in the simulation results (Fig 2): a straighter
knee in the stance phase; a forward pitch of the
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Fig 1: Pareto frontier showing the trade-offs
between matching target experimental data (F1)
and minimizing muscular effort (F2) (top), and the
predicted net metabolic cost of walking compared
with experimental (Exp) data (bottom).

Fig 2: Simulated ground reaction forces and joint
angles compared with experimental data for
different weighting conditions (see Fig 1 and text).

trunk (apparent from the more flexed hip joint);
a rapid plantar flexion of the ankle after heel
strike (resulting in spikes in the GRFs); and less
plantar flexion at push-off. Each of these
changes were associated with a reduction in the
amplitude and duration of activation in specific
muscles. These simulation results imply that not
only is metabolic cost not minimized when
humans walk using self-selected gait patterns,
but rather the cost associated with normal
walking may be considerably greater (i.e.,
~25%) than the absolute minimum that is
possible.

CONCLUSIONS
These simulation results suggest that the
metabolic cost of walking is likely not minimized
for walking with self-selected gait patterns.
Instead, humans incur a considerable additional
cost
above
the
minimum,
presumably
associated with other performance criteria such
as gait stability and smoothness. Further
simulation studies could help elucidate these
other factors. These conclusions based on
simulation results should also be tested
experimentally.
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The most dramatic result for Sim 3 was the
almost complete lack of knee flexion in the
stance phase (Fig 2), approximating an inverted
pendulum. This straight-legged gait permitted
walking with limited activation of the large
quadriceps muscles, reducing the predicted
metabolic cost. Of note, however, is that Sim 2
walked with almost as much peak knee flexion
in the stance phase as Sim 1, but with a
substantially lower (17%) cost than Sim 1.
However, the GRFs for Sim 2 around midstance were not as smooth as for Sim 1, which
might be an important criterion for human
movement. Though not evaluated here, it also
seems likely that humans would favor gaits that
maintaining a certain level of stability, even if
doing so comes at a cost.
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INTRODUCTION
Scrummaging is related to the largest incidence
rates of catastrophic cervical spine injuries in
rugby
union
[1].
Misdirected
scrum
engagements are therefore associated with
acute cervical spine injuries, but also repetitive
impact engagements can generate functionally
impairing injuries and chronic degeneration of
the spine. A full understanding of the internal
loading is key to implement new strategies for
improving players’ safety on the field and
optimising rehab or training programmes for
neck strengthening and mobility.
The aim of the current study was to investigate
how i) neck muscle activation level, and ii) neck
flexion angle affect individual vertebral loading
due to misdirected rugby scrum loads.

Stanford University, USA) in which both inputs
(i.e. muscle activation) and initial conditions (i.e.
neck angle) were programmatically varied.
In vivo flexor and extensor muscle activation
patterns were linearly scaled (50 to 200%) in
Matlab (R2014a, Mathworks Inc., USA) and
used as controllers for the muscle model. The
same extensor and flexor activation pattern was
used bilaterally on the model’s respective
muscle groups. The neck pre-flexion value was
set as simulations initial condition at 16 different
angles, ranging from 0⁰ to 30⁰ (Fig 2).
Forces were scaled to 400% (FPEAK ~ 2200 N)
approximating a full scrum impact on a single
player and applied to the origin of the skull
segment.

METHODS
An integrated approach combining in vivo, in
vitro, and in silico analyses was adopted to
drive
computer
simulations
using
a
musculoskeletal model. A three-player rugby
union front row engaged against a scum
machine combined with an instrumented
anthropometric testing device (ATD) (Hybrid III,
Humanetics, Germany), positioned with the
head at 0⁰ (Fig 1).

Fig 2:”The Rugby Model” and the neck preflexion angles used in the Forward Dynamic
simulations.

Fig 1: Experimental setup including an ATD
positioned between scrum machine beams in
the hooker position.

Intervertebral loads were analysed at C4, C5
and C6 vertebral level through OpenSim 3.3
Joint Reaction Analyses tool.
The forward dynamic’s integrator was set to a
maximum step size of 10-4, minimum step size
of 10-10, error tolerance of 10-8 and output
precision of 25. Joint reaction analysis was
performed at a step interval of 1 with all forces
applied and expressed on the ‘parent body’.

EMG signals (Delsys Trigno, Delsys Inc, USA)
were collected at 2000 Hz bilaterally from the
sternocleidomastoid and upper trapezius of the
hooker. Scrum force and moment data were
collected from the ATD at 500 Hz.
EMG and force data were used as input to the
OpenSim “Rugby Model” [2] (Fig 2) to run a set
of forward dynamics simulation (OpenSim 3.3,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Maximal compressive loads were observed 2830 ms after impact, considerably earlier than
peak impact force was reached (>80 ms). Peak
force timings also support the argument that
scrummaging injuries occur significantly earlier
than cervical spine hyperflexion [3]. Flexion
angles greater than 20˚ resulted in larger
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contraction in the pre-engagement phase has
the potential to shield from injury. However, our
results showed a dual scenario: i) muscular preactivation and higher levels of stiffening
generates
greater
compressive
forces
potentially predisposing to injury, but ii) they
can also decease the shear load at lower
vertebral level (C6 and C5) (Fig 4).

compression loads observed in C4, C5 and C6
(Fig 3). Lower (C5-C6) and upper/mid (C4)
cervical spine segments showed a different
loading pattern in terms of shear forces, whilst
the
extension
moments
were
overall
comparatively small; shear forces decreased
with the head flexion angle in C6 and C5, whilst
C4 generally showed higher shear forces and
extension moment. Such a loading pattern
suggests a direct relationship between the
vertebral position (e.g. upper or lower cervical
spine) and injury mechanisms.

Fig 3: Cervical spine segments (C4, C5 and C6)
response to impact load of 400% with muscle
activation at 150% of the experimental values.

The lordotic cervical spine can dissipate the
energy of the axial impact thanks to the relative
vertebral motion and the contribution of the
surrounding soft tissues (i.e. musculature and
ligaments). Increased neck flexion causes a
more axially aligned cervical spine, and a lower
damping response due to its natural lordosis.
Axial force placed on the head is therefore
transmitted along the spine’s longitudinal axis
with large amounts of energy transferred
directly on the vertebral structures [4]. This is
evident for lower cervical spine vertebrae which
are characterised by a more constrained motion
than upper/mid vertebrae, and therefore
subjected to higher axial loading. On the
contrary C4 is more subjected to shear forces
and extension moments (Fig 3 and 4).
From a clinical perspective, the predominant
axial loading of the lower cervical spine, and
shear/extension loading of the upper/mid spine
can be logically related to the most common C4
dislocation and C5/C6 compression/burst rugby
scrum injuries [5].
Active muscular force had a significant effect on
the dynamic response of the cervical spine;
higher muscle activations increased cervical
spine compressive load and extension moment.
Previous studies [3] showed that during
simulated axial head impacts muscle preload
increased the critical buckling force by aiding
the structural stability of the segment. Their
results indicated that increasing the level of co-

Fig 4: Cervical spine segments (C4, C5 and C6) shear
and compression response to impact load of 400%
with muscle activation at 50, 100 and 200% of the
experimental value. For 200% (Aext=1.04 and
Afle=0.56).

CONCLUSIONS
Simulations showed axial loading responses of
the cervical spine that support buckling as the
most likely injury mechanism in misdirected
scum scenarios. The neck muscles activation
and vertebral level can alter the impact energy
response of the cervical spine.
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INTRODUCTION
All neuromusculoskeletal systems can be
mathematically described as linear mappings
from a neural command space to an eventual
mechanical wrench space [1]. In nature, the set
of feasible neural command inputs is larger
than the set of feasible mechanical outputs [2]
and different sets of neural commands can
achieve the same motion. The culmination of
mechanical actions that a joint system produces
can be described as the endpoint wrench set
(EWS). To achieve any endpoint wrench during
motor tasks, neural commands must define
actions producing muscle forces, which in turn
produce joint torques [2]. The EWS sensitivity
to physiological parameters of muscle fiber
length (lm) and fiber velocity (vm) is not well
understood. Identifying relationships between
force-length-velocity properties and EWS
contributes to our understanding of neural
control.

The gait simulation’s model and states were
used to investigate the effects of lm and vm on
the EWS for 3 cases of varying muscle
physiology inclusion. For no muscle physiology
(case 1), muscle forces were simply F0m. For lm
effects (case 2), muscle forces with activations
of 1 were computed along an inextensible
tendon when model velocity states were set to 0
and joints locked at each time frame of position
data. For both lm and vm effects (case 3),
muscle forces were computed as in case 2, but
model velocity states were from gait and joints
unlocked. To isolate vm effects alone, muscle
forces were found by subtracting case 2 from 3.
In all cases, the matrix of muscle moment arms
about each joint was computed (Rm) and used
to compute the joint torques:
τ m = Rm Fm
where Fm denotes the force of the muscle
obtained by:

In this study, we used OpenSim [3] modeling
and simulation to examine the EWS for the
human lower-limb joints during normal gait and
determine how sensitive the EWS is to different
models of muscle physiology, including lm and
vm .
We
hypothesized
that
simulations
accounting for lm would reduce the EWS
compared to those assuming maximum
isometric muscle forces (F0m); in addition,
simulations accounting for both lm and vm would
reduce the EWS further.

Fm = Fcase am
where am is the muscle activation obtained from
the neural command space and Fcase is the
muscle force in each case.
The Jacobian of the limb, denoted by J ∈ R3×N
where 3 signifies the degrees of freedom of the
end point and N signifies the kinematic degrees
of freedom and where each column of the limb
Jacobian is the instantaneous endpoint velocity
vector produced by one unit of the
corresponding joint angular velocity [2].

METHODS
For proof-of-concept, simplicity, and reduced
computational costs, we used a twodimensional gait model with 10 degrees of
freedom and 18 muscles available in OpenSim.
The model was scaled to the anthropometry of
the subject (75 kg, 1.8 m). Inverse kinematics
determined
model
kinematics
matching
experimental marker data of the subject walking
at 1.2 m/s on a treadmill. A residual reduction
algorithm adjusted model kinematics and
inertial properties to minimize dynamic
inconsistencies between the model dynamics
and experimental ground reaction forces.
Computed muscle control determined muscle
excitations and resulting model states for a
forward dynamic simulation.

The EWS is then obtained by:
w = J−T Rm Fm
which by substitution,
w = J−T Rm F0 am
where J-T denotes the Jacobian pseudoinverse
transpose of the body segment and, in this
case, it is the left calcaneus.
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Because the center of pressure for the foot
moves along the foot during gait, it is important
to consider this for calculating the location for
the application of endpoint forces. To produce a
truly robust model of how the EWS changes
during gait, we must consider the location of
this endpoint. The center of pressure (CoP) is
the relative point location of the ground reaction
forces and was obtained from data of the same
model.
The EWS was determined by the Minkowski
sum of all possible linear combinations of each
muscle’s contribution to the end point forces on
the left calcaneus, producing a 2D (sagittal
plane) convex polygon, or zonotope. EWS
zonotope areas for the varying muscle
physiology cases were compared and we
evaluated our hypotheses by conducting onetailed t-tests at the 0.01 significance level.

Figure 2: EWS for the lower limb is related to
the ground reaction force during stance. Note:
Zonotope areas for the end point wrench are
smallest during midstance and largest during
the weight acceptance. [4] No muscle
physiology considerations produced the largest
zonotope (red).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The EWS’s during gait were affected
(represented by smaller zonotope areas) by
including muscle physiology model components
(Figure 1). The EWS was largest overall with no
muscle physiology considerations (case 1). The
EWS was reduced (p < 0.01) by 23%, on
average, when including lm effects (case 2) and
reduced (p < 0.01) by 31%, on average, when
including lm and vm effects (case 3). Relative
area changes with lm and vm effects were 7.8%
larger over the entire gait cycle than those with
lm effects alone during both stance (6.4%
larger) and swing (7.8% larger). Wrench space
zonotopes coincided with local maxima and
minima for the ground reaction forces (Figure
2).

CONCLUSIONS
Muscle physiology substantially reduces the
lower-limb EWS during gait, and lm effects are
more significant than vm. To obtain a better
understanding of EWS behavior during dynamic
movements, it will be necessary to consider
additional modeled parameters, such as tendon
compliance. Future work to investigate
mappings from the endpoint wrench space to
the neural command space should consider
tendon compliance as well as the muscle fiber
length and velocity. The relationship among the
center of pressure, lower limb EWS and the
ground reaction forces must be further
investigated. Identifying the relationship of the
EWS to the ground reaction forces during
movement will improve our understanding of
complex neural control for behavioral tasks.
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Figure 1: Muscle fiber length, lm, (red) and fiber
velocity, vm, (black) effects on the endpoint
wrench space for the forces on the left
calcaneus (EWS) during gait, represented by
zonotope area changes relative to the EWS
using maximum isometric muscle forces without
muscle physiology considerations. Muscle fiber
length and velocity effects (blue) reduce the
EWS areas below the non-physiological case
during gait.
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INTRODUCTION
Musculoskeletal (MS) models are used by the
scientific community to gain insight on how
external forces and movements influence the
human body internally. This allows researchers
to quantify muscle, ligament, and joint contact
forces without the use of invasive methods.
Despite the complex knee structure, the knee is
often idealized as a hinge joint. However, many
studies have revealed tibial-rotation trends with
respect to knee flexion [1]. A handful of
researchers
have
already
incorporated
secondary kinematics into MS models [2-4] but
only rarely on a subject-specific basis. The level
of knee joint complexity that is required for a
MS model to mimic reality and accurately
simulate human movements is up for debate
especially when the model is applied for critical
applications. This stresses the importance of
thorough validation by quantifying uncertainty
and errors in the computational model when
compared to ground truth data. The aim of this
project was to develop a new model of the knee
with a higher level of complexity, a subjectspecific moving-axis knee model, and begin a
validation process of the predicted secondary
kinematics during a loaded knee bend using biplanar x-rays measured using EOS technology
(EOS Imaging SA, Paris, France).

Fig 1: (left) Anatomical reference frames of femur,
tibia, and patella for right knee MA model in initial
position. X-axes point laterally from origin, y-axes
point anteriorly, and z-axis point superiorly (right)
MA model in TF flexion

(FFC) on the medial and lateral femoral
condyles and trochlear groove (Figure 2.e).
The model applies a linear interpolation scheme
(E) between the EFC and FFC of the medial
and lateral contact surface of the TF and PF
joints estimated from the two MRI scans at
roughly 0 and 90 degrees of flexion to estimate
the secondary joint kinematics for knee flexion
angles between these two measured poses [6].
For flexion angles lower than the "0" degree
MRI, it was assumed the TF and PF joints
rotated about their respective EFC axes. Once
the TF angle reached the bone position of the
"90" degree MRI, it was assumed that the TF
and PF joints rotated about their respective
FFC axes independent of the flexion angle. The
subject-specific moving-axis knee models were
each run from 0 to 120 degrees TF flexion and
clinical translations and rotations were exported
as a text file for data processing in custom
MATLAB code.

METHODS
Various magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
acquisitions were acquired from ten adult males
to enable subject-specific (SS) right knee joint
model development of each individual. Manual
segmentation was performed on full lower limb
MRI (femur, tibia, patella, and talus bones) with
Mimics Research 19.0 (Materialise, Belgium)
and these surfaces were used to obtain SS joint
centers though analytical shape fitting methods
[4]. The anatomical reference frames (Figure 1)
were defined for the right knee using ISB
standards [5]. Segmented articular cartilage
surfaces from two detailed knee MRI scans at
roughly 0 and 90 degree-flexion (Figure 2.a-d)
were used to define novel tibiofemoral (TF) and
patellofemoral (PF) moving-axis (MA) joints
using AnyBody Modeling System v. 6.1
(Anybody Technology A/S, Aalborg, Denmark).
A circle fitting function was used to determine
the extension (EFC) and flexion facet centers
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Fig 2: TF (A-B) and PF (C-D) contact surface
selections for EFC (A & C) and FFC (B & D) with
surface fitting example (E) for TF facet centers.

remaining
five
subjects,
reconstructions are in process.

the

EOS

CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a new approach to
construct the TF and PF joints in MS modeling.

[Eq. 1]

To validate the SS MA knee models, EOS
Imaging technology was employed to capture
secondary knee joint kinematics of each subject
during a quasi-static lunge. Each subject (n =
10) was positioned and scanned at five different
tibiofemoral approximate flexion angles (0, 20,
45, 60, and 90) as shown in Figure 3. The 2D
bone contours were segmented from the frontal
and lateral images of the femur, tibia, and
patella structures. Custom MATLAB code was
used to register the 3D bone STLs to the
respective bi-planar contours to determine the
position of the subject’s TF and PF joints in the
EOS scanner.
Fig 4: Mean and standard deviations of tibiofemoral
clinical translations and rotations for subjectspecific (n = 10) moving-axis knee models. Values
are based on the femoral reference frame moving
with respect to the tibial.

Initial results indicate that a piecewise linear
model based off two passive MRI scans can
accurately represent secondary kinematics of a
loaded knee joint. Further EOS registrations
need to be completed to ensure the movingaxis model represents the secondary knee joint
kinematics of each subject. In addition, this
study shows the potential of using EOS imaging
to compare and validate knee models of varying
complexity

Fig 3: The respective anterior posterior (AP) and
lateral (LAT) images were taken at a 45-degree
angle to the x-ray tubes, and reconstructed, due to
the structure limitations of the EOS scanner.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mean tibiofemoral translations and rotations
with standard deviation values from the movingaxis knee models (n = 10) are represented in
Figure 4. These measurements are taken in the
femoral reference frame with respect to the
tibial
reference
frame
using
methods
established by Grood & Suntay (1983). The
tibiofemoral translations and rotations show
similar trends when compared with other
literature findings [1,5-8]. However, fine-tuning
of the interpolation function in the moving-axis
model may provide more accurate results.
EOS reconstructions were considered “gold
standard” when determining how well the MA
knee model mimic reality. Root mean square
errors of TF anterior drawer (5.58 ± 1.91mm)
and joint distraction (2.28 ± 1.16mm) indicate
acceptable agreement in the first five subjects.
Other clinical translations such as tibial internal
rotation, adduction/abduction, and lateral tibia
dislocation
also
provide
reasonable
comparisons with EOS outputs. For the
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the robot possessed 12 DoFs – 5 moveable DoFs
for the controlled robot joints and 7 locked DoFs
to specify the location of the robot with respect to
the arm and the position of the gravitycompensating counterweight on the robot. The
robot’s wrist mechanism uses a 3-RPS (revoluteprismatic-spherical) serial-in-parallel design. We
modeled the closed-loops in this mechanism
using a spherical joint and two point constraints.
The geometry and inertial properties of each rigid
body were estimated from CAD geometry.

INTRODUCTION
Robotic exoskeletons are increasingly being
used to provide repetitive and high dose
rehabilitation therapy [1]. However, the current
paradigm
for
designing
robot-assisted
rehabilitation is based primarily on empirical
evidence. The therapist proposes a training
regimen based on clinical experience and forms
a mental model of how the subject will respond
to determine the future course of therapy. While
this approach is common clinically, it is highly
subjective and has shown limited effectiveness
at promoting motor recovery [2].

We then developed a combined arm-robot model
by coupling an existing OpenSim arm model [5] to
our OpenSim robot model. Since the human hand
is tightly connected to the handle in experiments,
we used a weld constraint to connect the hand to
the handle, creating an additional closed kinematic chain. To model the interaction between the
robot and arm, we added two bushing elements
between the forearm/upper arm and the robot.

This study initiates the development of an
objective and systematic approach for
designing robot-assisted rehabilitation therapies
by combining experimental data with computational simulations. For this initial effort, we
describe a methodology for estimating joint
moments in the arm during robotic training
using a computational model of a coupled armrobot system. Our results suggest that
reasonable estimates of elbow joint moments
can be obtained using experimental data
collected from an upper-limb exoskeleton.
METHODS
Experimental data (robot joint angle and
commanded joint torque trajectories) were
collected from a single subject tested in an
upper-extremity robotic exoskeleton (MAHI ExoII [3]). The subject performed a passive elbow
flexion pointing trial where his arm was moved
passively by the robot (“with arm” trial). The
robot joint motions were then replayed without
the subject’s arm in the robot (“without arm”
trial). The goal was to demonstrate that our
computational approach yielded an estimated
arm elbow moment that was close to zero for
the “with arm” trial (as expected).

Computational Approach: We developed a
non-traditional computational approach for
estimating joint moments in the arm during
experimental trials in the robot. The approach
required the use of “mixed” dynamic analyses,
which analyze select DoFs using inverse
dynamics (i.e., input joint motions, output joint
loads) and the remaining DoFs using forward
dynamics (i.e., input joint loads, output joint
motions). In OpenSim, a mixed dynamic
analysis is performed by prescribing the motion
of selected joints in the .osim model file and
performing a forward dynamic simulation to find
the motion of the remaining joints via numerical
integration. For a closed kinematic chain,
motion is prescribed only for as many generalized coordinates as there are independent
DoFs in the model, and inverse dynamic joint
loads are calculated only for those DoFs.

Computational Model: We developed a
computational model of the MAHI Exo-II in
OpenSim [4]. MAHI Exo-II is an upper extremity
robot that possesses five degrees of freedom
(DoFs) to assist motions of the elbow, forearm,
and wrist joints. Our OpenSim representation of

Employing this concept, we performed a series
of three computational steps in OpenSim to
estimate the subject’s elbow joint moment
during the passive “with arm” trial. First, we
estimated joint kinematics in the arm using an
inverse kinematic analysis. Using the combined
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model and data from the “with arm” trial, the
analysis tracked the measured robot joint
angles using the robot portion of the model and
virtual markers defining the robot’s wrist and
elbow joint centers using the arm portion of the
model. The virtual markers were needed to
ensure that the estimated arm motion was
physically realistic.

during the first phase and negative during the
second phase (Fig. 1). Subtracting the
calculated friction-damping elbow torque from
the robot commanded elbow torque for the “with
arm” trial produced a corrected robot elbow
torque that was symmetric between motion
phases (Fig. 1), suggesting good friction and
damping compensation.

Second, we estimated combined friction and
damping torques in the robot joints using a
mixed dynamic analysis, as these torques are
significant during robot operation. Using the
robot-only model and data from the “without
arm” trial, the analysis prescribed the motion of
the five independent robot DoFs and calculated
the corresponding control torques for these
joints assuming no friction or damping. We then
subtracted these control torques from the
measured robot commanded torques for the
same trial to estimate the combined friction and
damping torques for the measured motion.

Mixed dynamic analysis of the “with arm” trial
yielded an elbow joint moment for the arm that
fluctuated about zero over the motion cycle (as
expected - Fig. 2) and robot joint motions that
were close to experimental measurements.
These results suggest that robot assistance
successfully reduced the elbow moment for the
arm. Furthermore, when no control torques
were applied to the robot joints, the arm elbow
moment became similar in amplitude and shape
to the corrected robot elbow torque (also as
expected).
4
Arm with assistance

Third, we estimated the joint moments in the
arm using a second mixed dynamic analysis.
Using the combined arm-robot OpenSim model
and data from the “with arm” trial, the analysis
prescribed the motion of the arm DoFs, applied
the measured robot commanded torques and
the estimated robot friction-damping torques to
the robot joints, and calculated the resulting
joint moments for arm (which should be close to
zero) and joint motions for the robot (which
should be close to experimental measurements). As an additional check, we repeated
the mixed dynamic analysis without applying
any torques to the robot joints to verify that the
arm joint moments were close to the corrected
robot joint torques.

Arm without assistance

3

Elbow Flexion Moment (Nm)
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0

0
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Fig 2: A comparison of the elbow flexion moment
estimates from mixed dynamic analyses with the
corrected robot joint torques.

CONCLUSIONS
Systematic design of robotic rehabilitation
therapy would be best achieved using
computational models of the coupled humanrobot system. Our computational approach for
estimating joint moments in the arm during
upper extremity robotic training provides a first
step in this direction, as correcting robot
commanded torques with combined frictiondamping torques produced arm joint moments
with expected characteristics (e.g., symmetric,
near zero). Additional research is needed to
explore and evaluate this approach further.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mixed dynamic analysis of the “without arm”
trial yielded a robot elbow torque that was
symmetric and slightly negative for the two
phases of the motion, while the corresponding
commanded robot elbow torque was positive
With arm corrected

6

Robot Corrected

With arm commanded
Without arm commanded

4
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Fig 1: Commanded and corrected actuator
torque estimates at the elbow joint for the “with
arm” and “without arm” trials.
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muscles (GM). Force platform measurements
were taken using the AMTI AccuSway portable
force platform (502 x 502 x 44.96mm) to
measure and quantify the Center of Pressure
(COP) velocity, COP displacement in mediolateral and anterior-posterior directions, COP
95% ellipse area, and individual components of
the respective ground reaction forces and
moments.

INTRODUCTION
The ability to stand from a seated position,
known as sit-to-stand (STS), is a fundamental
skill for independent mobility and everyday
functioning [1]. STS is executed effortlessly by
healthy individuals, however individuals who
suffer from debilitating conditions find it
extremely difficult as the task demands high
lower-limb motor control, muscle strength and
coordination. Executing STS would require
external assistance. This inability to perform
STS can lead to decreased functioning and
mobility – therefore a reduction in the quality of
life.

The anthropometric measurements of all the
participants were taken for characterization
purposes. The STS device was set-up so its
height was equivalent to the vertical distance
between the subject’s heels to the popliteal
fossa crease. The subject’s hips and knees
were bent at approximately 90° (± 5°) using a
goniometer, and feet pointed forward while
rested flat against the force plate and shoulder
width apart.

The purpose of this study was to investigate
musculoskeletal loading at the tibiofermoral
joint for a STS task, using our custom STS
device. The STS device is a motorized seat
which provides vertical as well as rotational
motion through a platform attached to the top. It
is comprised of high grade aluminum with a
cushioned seat, consisting of water-pipe grade
PVC. Primary tests had been run using
simulation the AnyBody Technology version
6.0.2 software to determine the muscle loading
throughout the motion. The results of this study
will be quantified by analyzing muscle activity in
conjunction with reaction forces at the joint. We
hypothesize that using this device will result in
lower muscle activity of lower leg and reduced
reaction forces at the tibiofermoral joint during
the execution of the STS task.

A statistical analysis was performed between
weight/height and muscle activity/balance
parameters. The data was analyzed using
BioAnalysis version 2.3.1, EMGWorks version
4.3.0 and MATLAB R2015a.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The STS device provides the user with an initial
velocity, there are two operation options: the
“maximum speed” option at which the device
operates at its highest speed setting without
any acceleration, and the “acceleration” option
which gradually accelerates the user as he/she
ascents. By using the STS device the STS
maneuver performed by the user does now
utilize the momentum gained by the device,
which in return reduces the load on the leg
muscles, and decreases the moments
generated at the tibiofemoral joints. The STS
device ultimately renders the STS maneuver
more comfortable.

METHODS
Thirty healthy young subjects (mean age = 1825 years, height = 60-77 inches, weight = 125225 pounds) provided written informed consent
to participate in the protocol, which was
approved by the UConn institutional review
board.
Electromyography (EMG) measurements were
taken by application of Trigno wireless EMG
(Delsys) surface sensors to measure the
muscle activity of the vastus lateralis (VL),
biceps femoris (BF), and gastrocnemius
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improved motor control STS performance,
movement coordination, and ultimately improve
the quality of life for qualified patients.
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Fig 1: RMS and standard deviation of rectus
femorii signals where each ∆y = 5μV in magnitude,
without assistance (blue), at instantaneous
maximum speed setting (orange), and at the
accelerated setting (green).
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From the experimental results shown in Figure
1, it is found that the accelerated STS device
setting has the lowest muscle activity, while the
unassisted case has the highest overall muscle
activity; on the left gastrocnemius muscle.
These results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the STS device in assisting the STS maneuver.

Fig 2: The mRMS averaged between the left and
right muscle of each muscle and their standard
deviations, the rectus femoris (RF), the biceps
femoris (BF), and the gastrocnemius lateralis (GL).

For the EMG data, the root mean square (RMS)
and the mean root mean square (mRMS) of
each muscle were computed and averaged
among their respective muscle groups. It was
observed that both the RMS signal and mRMS
of all of the muscles decreased in magnitude
during STS with assistance compared to those
of the control. This trend is shown in Figure 2.
CONCLUSIONS
By application of surface Trigno wireless EMGs
(Delsys), and the AMTI AccuSway force
platform, a musculoskeletal loading study was
performed which revealed lower muscle activity,
and smaller reaction forces while using the STS
device. Computational validation of the current
work is underway by application of Anybody
Modeling System, multiple other studies have
made significant progress by the use of this
software [2]. In future application, the STS
device can be used to give greater mobility,
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sagittal plane was simulated. Walker et al.,
proposed an experimentally validated model
which predicts average anatomical knee motion
accurately [3]. Polycentric knee motion data
(i.e. the changing AKA) in the sagittal plane was
generated for 0º to 120º knee flexion from the
model in [3]. As usually located in a KAFO, the
MJA was considered 10 mm posterior to the
hip-ankle line and at the level of AKA. It was
assumed that the shank segment remains
vertical during stand-to-sit motion. MATLABTM
(R2014a) software was used for the simulation.

INTRODUCTION
A lower limb orthosis is an externally wearable
assistive device which helps people with lower
limb disabilities to walk again. A Knee-AnkleFoot orthosis (KAFO) is one such device which
extends from the thigh to the foot and provides
knee and ankle stability during walking and
standing. A conventional KAFO uses a single
axis knee joint to provide stability during
walking. The simplest KAFO design approach
approximates the anatomical knee joint to a
single axis hinge joint. However, it is a well
known fact that human knee joint motion is
polycentric in nature as a result of rolling and
sliding of the femur on the tibial plateau [1].
The human knee joint appears like a simple
hinge joint, but acts like a polycentric joint.
Bracing a single axis orthotic joint on the multiaxial anatomical knee joint creates a relative
motion (known as pistoning) between the
orthosis and limb. Pistoning causes slippage
and exerts forces on the limb. The result is pain
and discomfort experienced by a user. While
knee designers recognize the importance of
pistoning and therefore aim to match the
anatomical knee centrode, there has been only
one attempt in the past to experimentally
measure pistoning forces [2]. Here, we develop
a model to quantify pistoning motion and
identify resulting pressure points between the
limb and the orthosis.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Link segment diagram of the lower limb
model used for the simulation, (b) Schematic
diagram of the model superimposed on a KAFO.

METHODS
Usually a knee joint in a KAFO is locked during
walking to impart stability to the user. In this
case, there is no relative motion between the
limb and the orthosis. Pistoning issues arise
only when there is simultaneous motion of the
limb and the orthosis about different axes of
rotation. During knee flexion, the orthosis
rotates about a mechanical joint axis (MJA)
while the thigh segment rotates about an
anatomical knee axis (AKA).

Link segment diagram of the lower limb model
used for the analysis is shown in Fig. 1a. SP1
(anterior) and SP0 (posterior) are points on the
thigh strap, of which SP1 is a moving point
while SP0 is fixed on the thigh shell of an
orthosis. Touch points TP1 (proximal) and TP2
(distal) are the coincident points on the thigh
shell and the thigh segment in the standing
position (0º of knee flexion). Fig. 1b illustrates
the terminologies used in the model in relation
to a KAFO. The line connecting strap points
(SP0-SP1) and the line connecting touch points
(TP1-TP2) are each rotated about the AKA and

To analyze the relative motion between the limb
and the orthosis, stand-to-sit activity in the
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A limitation of the current method is that it
predicts pistoning only in the sagittal plane
because of the 2D analysis. However, the
method can be extended to measure pistoning
in medio-lateral direction as well (i.e. 3D
analysis). Also, the accuracy of the model is
subject to anatomical knee center data obtained
from the literature.

the MJA as knee flexion occurs. Affine
transformations are used for simulating shift
and rotation about an axis. The positions of
these lines after transformation are indicative of
the relative movement between the limb and the
orthosis. Movement of the moving strap point
(SP1) and touch points in the longitudinal and
anterior-posterior (A-P) directions are studied to
measure the pistoning effect. The relative
positions, as the knee flexes, of the (initially
coincident on thigh and orthosis) touch point
line (TP1-TP2) provide information about
probable pressure points on the thigh.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 shows the translation of the moving strap
point (SP1) in the longitudinal and A-P
directions while sitting. With the increase in
knee flexion angle, the gap between the moving
AKA and the fixed MJA increases, which is the
reason for non-conforming motion between the
limb and the orthosis. It can be seen from Fig. 2
that pistoning in the A-P direction increases
from 5-24 mm with increase in knee flexion,
while the sliding of the thigh strap in the
longitudinal direction (max~2 mm) is negligible.
Longitudinal motion creates slippage between
the limb and the orthosis, while A-P motion
causes pressure points on the limb.

Fig 3: Simulation of pistoning effect at intermediate
knee flexion angles during stand to sit activity

CONCLUSIONS
The
novel
simulation-based
approach
presented here provides a simple way of
understanding pistoning between the limb and
the orthosis. The mathematical formulation
helps to quantify the relative motion in the
longitudinal and A-P directions. It also provides
information about likely pressure points on the
thigh. Future work includes application of this
method to study pistoning during swing phase
knee flexion during walking. The new method
can be applied to the study of the effects of
knee alignment as well as in the design and
performance evaluation of polycentric knee
joints.

Fig 2: Movement of strap point (SP1) in longitudinal
and A-P direction with respect to knee flexion angle

In Fig. 3, the blue line indicates the position of
the thigh segment after rotation about AKA
while the black line represents the position of
orthosis after rotation about MJA. It can be
seen that thigh segment trails behind the thigh
shell of the orthosis and a gap between the two
widens as flexion angle increases. Practically, it
means that the leg is unable to conform to the
orthosis motion and tries to come out of the
orthosis. Straps on the orthosis hold the leg
inside the orthosis by exerting binding forces.
These forces increase pressure on the anterior
portion of thigh, which is the reason for pain
and skin problems faced by a majority of KAFO
users [2].
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